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ABA Committee Recommends

Full Accreditation
for School of Law!
(Story Page 3)

Enron? WorldCom? Enemy Non-Combatants?
What’s an Ethical Lawyer to Do?

Derrick Bell Book Talk at
UDC-DCSL on March 21!

Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics: Zealous Advocacy in a
Time of Uncertainty - To be Rescheduled!

Alumni Support Surges—Again!
The School of Law is pleased to report
that alumni support has surged for a second
straight year. Since December, nearly 200
alumni participated in an end-of-year fundraising drive, providing over $35,000 in support for
summer public interest fellowships, the School
Marian Wright Edelman of Law/Jubilee Immigration Project and student
to Deliver 11th Annual scholarships. Contributors came from all
“Ethical Ambition: Leading a
“eras” and incarnations of the School, from the
Rauh Lecture April 14
earliest Antioch School of Law classes to reLife of Meaning and Worth.”
cent grads.
The breadth of this Immigration Project Celebrates First
Alumna Cited by Illinois
support plus another
Birthday at South African Embassy!
Governor Ryan! (pg. 4)
alum’s anonymous annual $21,000 donation
covering full tuition for
both an in-state and out
of state activist student,
allowed Dean Shelley
Broderick to highlight
alumni support of the
School in her presentation to the American
Bar Association at the
end of January.
(cont. page 28)
Andrea Lyon, ‘76 and Gov. Ryan
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Dean Broderick Shares Accreditation News with the School of Law Community

t is with great pleasure that I write
to tell you that the University of the
District of Columbia David A.
Clarke School of Law reached an important milestone. The celebrations have
begun! On January 30, 2003, the School
of Law received an action letter from the
American Bar Association Accreditation
Committee. After twenty-two pages of
fact finding, the Accreditation Committee concluded that "the University of
the District of Columbia, David A.
Clarke School of Law, has established
that it is in full compliance with the
ABA Standards for Approval of Law
Schools. Therefore, in accordance
with Standard 103 and Rules 3 and 4
of the ABA Standards and Rules of
Procedure for Approval of Law
Schools, the Accreditation Committee
recommends to the Council of the Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar that full ABA approval be granted to the University of
the District of Columbia, David A.
Clarke School of Law."

The Accreditation Committee made its
positive findings of fact and its recommendation for full accreditation based
on an extensive record. The Committee
considered UDC-DCSL's October 15,
2001 application for full accreditation;
our nine volume Self Study, Annual
Questionnaire and other documents submitted in March of 2002; the sixty-eight
page report submitted in July 2002, by
the seven member Site Evaluation Team
VOL. 8, NUM. 1

after its three day visit to the School of
Law in April of 2002; the School of
Law's corrections and update of the site
report submitted in September of 2003;
our thirty page "brief" submitted in December 2002, in response to committees
questions posed in its November 2002
action letter; a further School of Law
update letter submitted in January, 2003;
and, letters of support submitted by
Mayor Anthony Williams, D.C. Council
Member Kevin Chavous (Chair of the
Council's Committee on Education, Libraries and Recreation) and Charles
Ogletree, Chair of the UDC Board of
Trustees. In addition, following an introductory presentation made by Site
Evaluation Team Chair Professor H.G.
Prince of Hastings School of Law, UDC
President Pollard, DCSL Chairman Michael Rauh and I made a presentation
and responded to questions posed by the
Accreditation Committee at its January
23, 2003 meeting in Amelia Island, Florida.
Two steps remain. Our team, comprised
of President Pollard, Michael Rauh and I
will address the ABA's Council of the
Section on Legal Education at its meeting June 6, 2003 in Miami Beach. We
will be seeking the Council's approval of
the Accreditation Committee's recommendation for full accreditation. The
final approval must then be granted by
the ABA House of Delegates at the Annual Meeting of the ABA in San Francisco, California, August 11, 2003.
THE ADVOCATE

The
Dean’s
Corner
The School of Law community, particularly faculty and administrators
have worked tirelessly over the last
four years to bring the School of Law
into full ABA compliance. Hats off
and many thanks for all of their hard
work and commitment.
Meanwhile, we are champing at the bit
to turn the page to the next chapter of
our development. Next fall, we will
begin a new strategic planning process
focused on developing guidelines for
our growth and development over the
next five years. We will be inviting
alumni and friends to participate, so
watch your mail and email.
In closing, word of our outstanding
clinical programs, our small, talented
and diverse faculty and student body
and our newly renovated handsome
facilities is getting out. Our applicant pool is up 150% this year. If
you know someone for whom our
mission fits, send him or her to
Vivian Canty (274-7336), the best admission director on the planet!
Enjoy this issue!
Shelley Broderick, Dean
3

Saving Governor Ryan:

Andrea Lyon Helps Open Governor’s Eyes and Heart
At an earlier event at DePaul
University Law School, Ryan explained, “Madison’s trial lawyers had
no idea that the testimony of this witness was tainted. … Nor did they
know that a gasoline can introduced
into evidence during his trial was not
used to start the fatal fire, but rather
had been seized earlier at another,
unrelated fire. That’s because his
lawyer and investigator, Andrea Lyon
and her team, and Paul Ciolino uncovered this new evidence.”

Prof. Andrea D. Lyon Directs the DePaul Center for Justice in Capital Cases

Alumna Andrea Lyon, ’76, Director of the Center for Justice in Capital
Cases at DePaul University Law School,
was singled out for praise by then-Illinois
Governor James Ryan in his widely publicized speech in early January pardoning
several innocent prisoners and commuting
sentences to life in prison for more than
100 inmates on Illinois’ death row. Issuing his executive orders, Ryan cited the
importance of “dedicated people like Andrea Lyon, who has labored on the front
lines trying capital cases for many years
and who is now devoting her passion to
creating an innocence center at DePaul
University. [She] saved Madison Hobley's
life.”
Hobley and his family had been
seeking justice since his 1990 conviction
for setting a 1987 fire that killed seven
people, including his wife and toddler.
His defenders contended he was tortured
into confessing by a notorious Chicago
police commander and that his conviction
was based on questionable “witness” testimony and evidence, including a gas can
that could not have retained its pristine
condition had it been involved in the fire.
4

Lyon said there is much that
remains to be done on this issue.
“The Center for Justice in Capital
Cases at DePaul will continue to
work on behalf of those facing death,
while training new lawyers how to
provide the best defense possible in
capital cases. It is my hope that the
new governor will continue what
Gov. Ryan has started and that one
day soon, we can approach Gov.
Ryan’s vision of justice in Illinois,”
she said.

Sister of falsely accused former-inmate Hobley
THE ADVOCATE
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Olender Foundation Awards Banquet
Each year the Olender Foundation honors outstanding law stu-

dents: on stage December 4th at the
17th Annual Olender Foundation
Awards, twelve students from the
University of the District of Columbia David A. Clarke School of
Law and the Howard University
Law School received the Foundation's Earl H. Davis Prize. Conceived by Washington malpractice
lawyer Jack Olender, President of
the Olender Foundation, the prize
is given in memory of Earl H.
Davis, a trial lawyer who was, according to Olender, "a champion of
the underdog and a man of great
compassion." The students, who
were joined on stage by UDC
David A. Clarke Law School Dean
Shelley Broderick and Howard
Law Professor J. Clay Smith
were selected because of their excellent academic performance and
active concern for social justice.

At the Olender Foundation Awards Dinner: UDC-DCSL Dean Shelley Broderick with
Jack H. Olender, Andrea Roane, and Judge Thelma Wyatt Cummings Moore, wife of the
late honoree Judge Luke C. Moore.

Other honors went to retired
D.C. Court of Appeals Judge Julia
Cooper Mack; Joan Claybrook,
President of Public Citizen; the late
D.C. Superior Court Judge Luke
C. Moore; and Catherine Gugala,
the reigning Ms. Wheelchair
America. Grants were given to the
Disability Rights Council, Public
Citizen, Luke C. Moore Academy,
and the University of the District of
Columbia David A. Clarke School
of Law Foundation.
Mr. Olender has long been a
supporter of the School of Law.
He serves on the DCSL Foundation
Board and Chairs the Dave Clarke
Scholarship Campaign, which has
raised three quarters of its 2 million
dollar goal.
VOL. 8, NUM. 1

At the Olender Foundation Awards Dinner: Public Citizen Director Joan Claybrook, D.C.
Court of Appeals Judge Julia Cooper Mack, UDC-DCSL Dean Shelley Broderick, and T.V.
Anchorwoman, Andrea Roane.
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Olender Foundation
Earl H. Davis Award Winners
Shannon Ford, (HIV/AIDS Clinic)

Stanley Myers (HIV/AIDS Clinic)

Shannon Ford, ‘03, won the right to continued
disability benefits for a young child whose benefits
were wrongly terminated. This six year old child,
who has been raised by her single-parent father
since her birth, suffers from a rare and incurable
metabolic disorder and
a life threatening
chronic disease. Social Security took the
position that the child
had medically improved and, therefore,
was no longer eligible
for benefits. Ms. Ford
became an expert on
the two illnesses and
convinced the judge
that it was only with the
extraordinary care exercised by the child's father
and his careful balancing of his daughter's very
strict dietary needs that kept the child in stable
health and alive. She proved herself to be a powerful advocate for this family.

Stanley Myers, ‘03, has secured the future care of children whose parents have died from HIV/AIDS. In one
case, through effective briefing and convincing argument, Stanley obtained a joint
custody order for his clients, who
were four aunts attempting to obtain custody of their deceased
sister’s four year old child.
Stanley also helped a client who
was caring for children who were
not her own to obtain custody of
those children, and in the same
case, Stanley convinced D.C. authorities to take immediate action
with respect to rat infestation in
the client’s apartment. Stanley Myers always brings up
his South Carolina roots calling himself a “country boy”
when dealing with the legal landscape in D.C., but his
grasp of the law and his effective legal advocacy tells a
different story.

Sean Riley (Juvenile/Special Ed Clinic)
Sean Riley, ‘03’s, extensive investigation and legal research on behalf of a client uncovered the
fact that the United States government, in violation
of the federal Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act, is not providing
appropriate special education services to young
people with disabilities
who are incarcerated in
federal prisons. Sean,
even after completion of
juvenile clinic, is continuing to research legal
theories and to develop
arguments to challenge this nationwide denial of
services by the federal government. Sean is a
dedicated public interest advocate.
6

Regina Bias (HIV/AIDS Clinic)
No task was too difficult and no work too much for Regina Bias, ‘03, who represented seven clients during
her semester in the HIV/AIDS
Clinic. Regina helped an HIVinfected mother make future custody arrangements for her children. Representing the client in
D.C. Superior Court, Regina obtained joint custody awards for
the client and her mother. In another case, Regina moved quickly
to help a grandmother obtain custody of her grandchild after the
child’s mother died. Regina obtained the father’s consent and
moved the case into Court in record time. Other clients
in critical need of wills or durable powers of attorney
received immediate assistance from Regina, who was
always ready to take her lap top-law office to the client’s
doorstep.
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Aaron Price (Legislation Clinic)

Chesseley Robinson (Housing & Consumer Law)

As a student in the Legislation Clinic, Aaron Price,
‘03, did outstanding legal work for the office of D.C.
Councilmember Phil Mendelson (At-Large) and the
Committee on Labor, Voting Rights, and Redistricting. He researched "Anti-Deficiency" legislation designed to assist District
agency heads and managers
in controlling overspending
and unauthorized financial
commitments. He investigated D.C. Medicaid reimbursement practices, including overspending of Medicaid allocations in some major District agencies and prepared questions for a Council oversight hearing. He
also researched District law
regarding adoption, with a view toward making the
District’s adoption process a model for the nation in
terms of process efficiency and focus on the best interest of adoptive children.

Chesseley Robinson, ‘03, won his first trial within
weeks of entering the Housing and Consume Law
Clinic, successfully arguing against motions to dismiss and vacate default. The judge adopted Chesseley’s proposed decision in its
entirety. In another case,
where Latino tenants were
engaged in a rent strike over
severely substandard housing
conditions, Chesseley became the point person for investigation, coordinating witnesses, and sharing information with sister organizations
in fifteen separate cases. He
achieved an excellent settlement for his client, and initiated a companion tort claim
against he landlord based on third party criminal acts.
A dedicated student advocate, Chessely worked
through the summer to be able to represent his client
in a jury trial.
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Immigration Project
Celebrates 1st B-Day
at Embassy of South
Africa!

Pastor Dean Moe of the Grace Lutheran Church was a
driving force behind the creation of the Center

On November 12, the DCSL Foundation sponsored a sparkling reception at the South African Embassy in celebration of the first year
of operation of the Jubilee Center Immigration Law Project. The Project is a partnership between the School of Law and the Jubilee Center of Grace Lutheran Church – ELCA. The South African Embassy
was both an elegant and appropriate setting to reflect on the accomplishments of this cooperative partnership. Brief comments describing these accomplishments were made by Carolyn Waller, ’77 and
“founding mother” of the project; Shelley Broderick, Dean of the
Law School; Pastor Dean Moe, Senior Pastor of Grace Lutheran
Church; Nancy Pierce-Erck, Chair of the Jubilee Board of Directors;
and David Rivera, the Project attorney.
Defense and Military Attaché Colonel Raymond T. Marutle
greeted the 130 guests, who included D.C. Councilmember Carol
Schwartz and former Councilmember Hilda Mason, and South African diplomats Counselor Tshepo Mazibuko, Third Secretary
Motumisi Tawana, and Social Secretary Nokwazi Hlubi. As
guests enjoyed the art works in the reception rooms, background music was provided by Deborah Bagby, a professional musician and
Jubilee Center board member. The reception was followed by a buffet dinner featuring delicious South African food and wine.

Dean Broderick and DC Councilmember Carol Schwartz
8
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Former Councilmember Hilda Mason amid applause!
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Immigration Project Board Chair Carolyn Waller, ‘77

Dean Broderick Welcomes the Crowd
Among those in attendance were many people who had
been involved in the anti-apartheid movement and in defense of Dennis Brutus, the South African poet whom
the INS had sought to deport. Throughout the evening,
guests frequently commented that despite having demonstrated outside the Embassy during the anti-apartheid
struggle, this event was their first opportunity to see the
inside. UDC French Professor and long-time human
rights activist Marie Racine commented, "It was a remarkable evening which brought together people who
have been in the trenches of human rights struggles

throughout the world, but especially U.S. members of the
anti-South African apartheid movement. I regret that our
good friend, Dennis Brutus, the indefatigable fighter and
poetic voice for the dismantling of apartheid, was unable to
be present due to a previous engagement related to expanding the struggle for human rights in other places."
This beautiful and vibrant event was an opportunity to
see the changes produced by a successful struggle and to
renew one's commitment to continue in the ongoing fight
for human rights.

Mary Cotte with mmigration Center Attorney David Rivera and Mary E. Leary
VOL. 8, NUM. 1
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Mr. John Clegg—The Dean’s
Handsome and Patient Husband!
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UDC-DCSL in Service to Our Community

Clinic News & Highlights
Clinical Law Program Goes
Virtual

Community Development
Law Clinic

The Clinical Law Program is
implementing a computerized case
management system this semester.
Time Matters, a sophisticated practice management software, will
mean more efficient time, keeping,
case recording, and retrieval, and
more thorough conflicts checking.
In addition, the software is capable
of integrating group calendars and
tracking progress on casework.
Students in clinic will learn the
system this semester. The software has been provided to the
school of law free of charge by
LexisNexis.

Professor Morin Joins
Forces With Community Development Law Clinic

Law Library Staff Conducting Research Workshops
For Clinical Law Program.
The law library staff is again
presenting its research workshop
series for clinical law students.
The initial workshops are intended
as refreshers on basic legal research and research techniques
covering professional standards for
research, primary and secondary
authority, statutes, regulations,
common law, electronic research,
and citation and document format.
The series also includes advanced
research workshops designed specifically for individual clinic programs. The workshops will cover
both print and electronic media.
Clinic students in prior semesters
have found these workshops to be
very beneficial. Thanks goes to
Helen Frazer, head of public services, for organizing the workshops and to electronic services
librarian Barrett Graham and reference librarian Rick Apgood.
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The clinic faculty has grown
this semester with the welcome addition of Professor Laurie Morin
to the teaching staff. Although better known at UDC–DCSL for her
work in academic support, Professor
Morin is herself a business entrepreneur and has considerable experience representing artists and small
businesses. Under her tutelage,
clinic students will undertake a
training program for the directors of
a non-profit client in a concerted
preventive law measure. Professor
Morin joins existing teaching staff
Professor Louise Howells and Professor Theodora Brown, whose
expert services to the clinic are
made possible by a grant from the
D.C. Bar Foundation.

Community Development
Law Clinic Round-Up
The Community Development
Law Clinic continues to deliver
much needed legal representation
to a host of non-profit organizations
and small businesses. In the fall semester, law student advocates Chris
Brown, Vanessa Carlo-Miranda,
Latrice Flucas, Raul Villalobos,
and Shala Zokaie provided comprehensive legal services to eleven
small business entrepreneurs and six
non-profit organizations. The clinic
is gearing up for another busy semester this spring with entering 2Ls
Chris Busch, Teisha Dupree, Andrea Henson-Armstrong, Judith
Ingram, Shelrese Leach, Dennis
O’Connor, and Audra Pondish.
THE ADVOCATE

Hiv/Aids Legal Clinic Secures
Future Of Affected Children
Standby Guardian Update
Professor Natalie Wasserman, coauthor of the Standby Guardian law
passed in the District of Columbia in
June 2002, is educating family court
judges, lawyers, and case managers/
social workers about the law. On November 15, 2002, she presented at a conference held at the National Institutes of
Health, entitled “Aging Women: Health
Care Considerations and Challenges.”
Speaking to 125 social workers from D.
C., Maryland, and Virginia, Professor
Wasserman described the benefits of the
Standby Guardian law to grandmothers,
who are caring for grandchildren and
need legal custody or guardianship to
obtain child-oriented services. In addition, she explained how the aging caregiver with health problems could use the
law to name someone to care for the
children if that caregiver’s health declined.
Prof. Wasserman also participated
in a November 18 panel discussion on
the Standby Guardian legislation, before
the Family and Estates and Trust Sections of the D.C. Bar. She discussed the
law’s purpose and the process for filing
court petitions, and provided the attendees with the pro se Standby Guardian
Designation and Petition forms that she
developed and distributed to Family
Court judges.
A committee of the D.C. Bar is revamping the pro se domestic relations
forms that have been used by the court
for several years and Wasserman has
been invited to participate in the development of Standby Guardian forms. She
also will write an update for the D.C.
Bar Custody Manual on the use of
Standby Guardian procedures for chronically ill parents and third-party custodians.

WINTER 2003
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Clinic News & Highlights
First Standby Guardian Petition Filed In D.C. Superior
Court
Tiffany Bowers ’03, who was a
student in the HIV/AIDS Legal Clinic in
the fall 2002 semester, filed the first
Standby Guardian (SBG) Petition in
D.C. Superior Court in November 2002.
A hearing in the case is set for March 6.
The non-custodial parent has consented
to the Standby Guardian Petition, so the
case should move easily through the
court. Another SBG Petition was filed
by Earlene Rosenberg ‘03, during the
fall semester 2002. The non-custodial
father also consented to the SBG. No
hearing date has been set for that case.
Several other clients are good candidates for Standby Guardianships and
the Clinic is actively working with them
to help move the process forward. The
Standby Guardianship law will particularly help persons with HIV in D.C., primarily custodial parents, work toward
establishing permanency plans for children at risk of parental incapacity or
death.

Community Outreach
In November 2002, Professors
Wasserman and Batipps presented a
program on Social Security disability
and permanency planning to the case
workers at Family and Medical Counseling Services, a full-support medical
and counseling center which provides
treatment and care to many of the indigent residents infected and affected by
HIV/AIDS who live in the southeast
quadrant of the city. The session was
well attended and generated a number of
thoughtful questions about disability
and custody issues. Many of the case
managers continue to call with questions
and have referred clients to UDC-DCSL
for further legal assistance.

VOL. 8, NUM. 1

Client Case Work – Reflecting
On Serious Health Issues
The first quarter of 2002 was difficult for clients and students alike. Several clients were very ill and some died
before the semester was over. Clinic
students wrote a number of Last Wills
and Testaments for their clients, often
in hospital or hospice settings. Included in a client package were Living
Wills, Durable Power of Attorney for
Health, and General Durable Power of
Attorney (Finance). These documents
help clients plan for the future if they
should become too sick to handle their
own affairs.
Students also represented several
clients in D.C. Superior Court in custody hearings. Earlene Rosenberg,
’03, obtained joint custody for a grandmother and the father of a child following the death of the child’s mother.
In the same family, she represented the
grandmother in two other cases in
which the grandmother was granted
custody of two more grandchildren.
Jude Iweanoge, ’03, successfully represented a mother and grandmother in a
joint custody case involving the
mother’s daughter.
Tihesha Trower, ’03, who represented
eight clients during the fall semester,
completed a number of wills, durable
powers of attorney for health and finance, and living wills for her clients.
Tihesha obtained presumptive SSI for
one of her clients, and followed up
with a letter brief submitted to SSA to
make the presumptive grant permanent.
Sean Riley, ’03, drafted and filed a
motion to dismiss for his client, a defendant in a custody case, which was
granted by the judge in the Family
Court of D.C. Superior Court.

THE ADVOCATE

Nicole Blancato, ’03, represented a
grandmother in a case involving the
transfer of custody of her grandsons.
The children’s mother died last summer and the grandmother wanted sole
legal and physical custody of her
young grandsons. The children have
different fathers and Ms. Blancato
was successful in getting the parties
to work through their differences,
with one father consenting to the custody arrangement and the other
agreeing to give mediation a try.
(Part of the purpose of our representation is to assist terminally ill parents
in permanency planning for their
children. The idea is that sometimes
these choices can be made before the
parent reaches a stage of critical infirmity and can find peace in knowing
that their children’s future placement
is in settled.)
Sarah Bullard, ’03, assisted her client in arranging for visitations with
the client’s young son, who is in foster care, and drafted motions to the
court, advocating for the mother.

Social Security Disability
Claims
The past fall, many of our students represented clients with claims
for Social Security disability benefits.
Students filed claims and provided
advocacy for their clients before
claims examiners at the local Social
Security offices. The students gathered the medical, educational, and
other evidence to support the disability claims and wrote briefs on behalf
of their clients. In their briefs, the students argued that the clients met the
strict disability standard set by the
Social Security Administration and
that the clients’ medical evidence
supported their disability claims. Our
students showed mastery in their
knowledge of the Social Security dis11

Clinic News
& Highlights
Continued
ability regulations, which
have been compared in complexity to the I.R.S. code.
Dwayne Berry, ’03, Nicole
Blancato, ’03, and Aaron
Price, ’03, all submitted
strong advocacy briefs to Social Security on behalf of their
clients. Along with our clients, we are now awaiting favorable decisions on those
claims.

Congratulations to the
Class of 2005 Dean’s Fellows!
Damien E. Bernache
Dwayne B. Burns
Gilbert T. Collinson
Alison L. Crisman
Kimberly K.
Fahrenholz
Sorena S. Fallin
Anthony A. Fasullo
Therese J. Garman

John L. Geddie
Leah F. Golshani
Scott M. Haapala
John J. Irving
Michelle D. Johnson
Shawn P. Kerns
Jennie E. Mayberry
Travis J. Mayor
Rica T. McKeveny

Jermaine Mercer
Matthew S. Mixon
Andrea K.
Rambarose
Gena’ve R. Ramirez
Patricia Romulus
Hazel M. Scalia
Jeremy Schroeder
Paul Wolf

New Pilot Project
for Families
Professor Natalie
Wasserman is participating
in a new facilitator’s pilot
project to assist pro se litigants who are involved in domestic relations actions in D.
C. Superior Court. On December 9, 2002, and January
6, 2003, she helped staff the
project office at the Court in
an effort to guide parties
through the litigation process.
Facilitators are not offering
legal advice to litigants or
representing them in any way;
rather, the thrust of the project
is to explain the necessary
steps in bringing a divorce,
custody, or child support case,
or answering a complaint
once the party is served.

Pictured at right, back rows from
left to right: Travis Mayor, Gilbert Collinson,
Shawn Kerns, Jeremy Schroeder, Anthony Fasullo,
Jermaine Mercer, Associate Dean Janice Washington,
John Geddie, Prof. Bill Robinson. Also standing in back,
from left to right: Alison Crisman, Dean Shelley
Broderick and Jennie Mayberry. Next row:
Therese Garman, Michelle Johnson and Hazel Scalia;
Next row: Sorena Fallin, Gena’ve Ramirez, Patricia
Romulus, Rica McKeveny and Andrea Rambarose;
Bottom Row: Scott Haapala and Dwayne Burns.
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Community Service Program News
Every UDC-DCSL first-year student provides forty hours of community service
during the first year of law school. Examples of this year’s crop include:

William B. Sanders
Andrea K. Rambarose
Michele A. Harewood
Patricia Romulus
Therese J. Garman
Audra A. Pondish
Tiffani N. Johnson
Elizabeth R. Eckhardt
Mona H. McKenzie
Alison L. Crisman
Sorena S. Fallin
Hazel M. Scalia
Lorran N. Garrison
Allen Mohaber
Rica T. McKeveny
Alice Akello
Nina Dang
Scott M. Haapala
Gena've R. Ramirez
Ethan J. Wolf
Jeremy Schroeder
Kessela E. Brown
Leericka Lucas
Leah F. Golshani
Gilbert T. Collinson
Klohver P. Tynes
Lamont Edwards
Lance S. Lee
LaShanda R. Whaley
Shawn P. Kerns
Vincent C. Iweanoge
Jennie E. Mayberry
Gracie Cook
Karen E. Sawyer
Melissa A. Keefer
Rushinda McCullough

VOL. 8, NUM. 1

ACLU – National Capital Area
Bolling AFB JAG
Capital Area Immigrants’ Rights Coalition; DC Bar free clinic
Capital Area Immigrants' Rights Coalition
Child & Family Services; Justice for DC Youth
DC Bar Counsel
DC Bar free clinic; DC Public Defender Service
DC Bar free clinic
DC Bar free clinic
DC Employment Justice Center
DC Employment Justice Center
DC Family Court
DC Family Court, Presiding Judge Lee Satterfield's chambers
DC Office of Corporation Counsel
DC Public Defender Service
Deputy Mayor for Public Safety and Justice
Deputy Mayor for Public Safety and Justice
Drug Policy Alliance
D.C. Superior Court Judge Hiram Puig-Lugo's chambers
Partnership for Civil Justice
Partnership for Civil Justice
Securities & Exchange Commission
TransAfrica
Whitman Walker Clinic
Youth Court
Youth Court
Youth Court
Youth Court
Youth Court
Youth Court
Youth Court
Youth Court – Anacostia
Youth Court; Commission on Violence Against Women
Youth Court; Commission on Violence Against Women
Youth Court; Commission on Violence Against Women
Youth Court; DC Public Defender Service
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Faculty and Staff News
Abu-Ali Abdur’ Rahman
The last edition of The Advocate
reported on Associate Professor William G. McLain’s pro bono work in
the case of Abu-Ali Abdur’ Rahman,
a death row inmate in Tennessee. In
April 2002, Abdur’ Rahman was
within 36 hours of lethal injection
when the Supreme Court of the
United States granted an application
for a stay of execution and, later that
month, also granted Abdur’ Rahman’s petition for a writ of certiorari
to review the question whether the
1996 Anti-Terrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act, which in 28 U.S.
C. Sec. 2244 generally bars repeated
federal court habeas corpus petitions
in state capital cases, in all circumstances prohibits a motion under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b) to
vacate a district court’s denial of an
initial petition for a writ of habeas
corpus.
Since The Advocate’s last report,
the case was heard by the Supreme
Court on November 6, 2002, with
Professor James S. Leibman of the
Columbia University School of Law
making the oral argument for Abdur’
Rahman. On December 10, 2002,
the Court, without explanation by the
majority, dismissed the writ of certiorari as improvidently granted. Justice John Paul Stevens dissented.
Justice Stevens’ dissenting opinion indicated that the Court dismissed
the writ because of a perceived (and
highly technical) jurisdictional defect,
a view of the case not shared by Justice Stevens. On the substance of the
issue presented to the Supreme Court,
Justice Stevens concluded that the
district court should have reached and
decided the merits of the Rule 60(b)
motion, which raised substantial and
nonfrivolous claims of prosecutorial
misconduct at Abdur’ Rahman’s
14

original trial and sentencing proceeding. Justice Stevens’ dissent particularly noted the strength of a brief filed
by a group of former Tennessee state
and federal prosecutors as amici curiae,
a brief that was prepared with the assistance of Professor McLain and UDCDCSL alumnus John F. Terzano, ‘99
(now a UDC-DCSL adjunct faculty
member). The prosecutors’ brief emphasized the importance and equitable
necessity of resolving the merits of the
significant due process issues of prose-

cutorial misconduct disclosed by the
record in Abdur’ Rahman’s case —
questions that were not addressed and
that were not, therefore, resolved by
any federal court during the postconviction phase of the litigation.
The state has now asked the Tennessee Supreme Court to set a new
execution date for Abdur’ Rahman.
Tennessee defense counsel have initiated further challenges to the legality
of Abdur’ Rahman’s death sentence in
both state and federal courts, and Professors McLain and Terzano remain
actively involved in those efforts.
THE ADVOCATE

Assisting Alumni In The
Public Interest
Professor McLain also provided pro bono assistance to UDCDCSL alumni Stephen B. Mercer,
’94, and Rene Sandler, ’94, (both of
whom are now members of the adjunct faculty at UDC-DCSL) in
their representation of a minor child
and his adoptive parents in a Maryland common law and constitutional tort action against a governmental social services agency for
damages. The case involves the
agency’s failure to shield the child,
who was then six years of age and
in the agency’s protective custody,
from severe and sustained physical
abuse inflicted by the child’s natural father and the father’s companion. After extensive briefing and
argument on a variety of complex
threshold issues, the trial court denied the government’s motion to
dismiss the lawsuit, and the case
was recently settled on terms that
are very favorable to the child and
his adoptive parents.
Reflecting on his experiences
in these cases, Professor McLain
told The Advocate: “One of the
most gratifying aspects of teaching
law at UDC-DCSL is the opportunity to collaborate with the law
school’s alumni in litigation matters, exactly because of the strong
work ethic, competence, and public
interest commitment exemplified
by UDC-DCSL-trained lawyers.”

“One of the most gratifying
aspects of teaching law at
UDC-DCSL is the opportunity to collaborate with the
law school’s alumni….”
- Professor Will McLain
WINTER 2003

Curriculum Committee
Colloquia

Tulman Wraps Up JJAG Chair
Stint With Demo Wrap, More

Professor
Alice Thomas,
Chair of the
Curriculum
Committee,
and Professor
Susan Waysdorf, Chair of
the Faculty
Affairs Committee, designed and are sponsoring a
series of faculty colloquia on teaching.
The first colloquium, which was wellattended by both faculty and students,
addressed Critical Thinking and Deepening Student Learning. Spring colloquia are: Course Management: Prepping New Courses, Re-prepping New
Courses, Preparing Syllabi, Exam
Writing, Course Recordkeeping, etc.;
Methods — Teaching in Smaller Settings to Diverse Student Learners; and
Reflective Teaching Using Course
Portfolios, Journaling, etc.

In late January, Professor Joseph Tulman will end his stint as
Chair of the District of Columbia Juvenile Justice Advisory Group
(JJAG). Mayor Anthony Williams
appointed Professor Tulman to the
position in September 2001. Under
federal law, each state has established a state advisory group to advise the governor — or, in D.C.'s
case, the mayor — on juvenile justice matters and to distribute federal
juvenile justice grant money. The
JJAG is D.C.'s state advisory group.
Professor Tulman plans to continue
to serve on the JJAG after leaving the chairmanship.

Professors’ Reflective
Judgment
Professors Laurie Morin and
Louise Howells presented their joint
research on reflective judgment at a
faculty lunch on January 13. They
have been working on this project for
two years, having initially presented
their ideas to the Mid-Atlantic Clinical
Workshop at American University in
February 2001 and a draft paper at the
Fifth International Clinical Law Conference at UCLA in November 2001.
They are currently working on an article for final publication in the Clinical
Law Review. Reflective judgment is
the type of higher-level analytical
thinking required in solving “illstructured” problems, those problems
that involve numerous and competing
considerations and for which no answer
is readily apparent. The goal of their
work is to develop teaching methods
and tools to assist student in developing
their reflective judgment abilities.
VOL. 8, NUM. 1

For about three
years before Tulman
joined the JJAG and assumed the chairmanship,
the federal government
had frozen juvenile justice grant money to the
District because of its
non-compliance with
federal requirements.
“I’m glad that D.C. has gotten back
into compliance and that we have
been able, once again, to begin distributing delinquency-prevention and
other grant money," Tulman says.
Tulman cites the major accomplishment of the JJAG during his
chairmanship as the development of
the Demonstration Wraparound Project and Alternative Pathways Program with the D.C. Department of
Mental Health (DMH). The "Demo
Wrap" will provide wraparound services in the community to D.C.
youth who otherwise would be incarcerated or in residential treatment
centers outside of the District. Initially serving 75 children, the Demo
Wrap is designed also to complement
a six-year federal grant, secured by
D.C. DMH, to build a unified, interagency system of care for children.
THE ADVOCATE

Through Demo Wrap, the JJAG is
attempting to jumpstart that system
of care for children in D.C.'s delinquency system.
The Alternative Pathways Program provides for a revision to the
intake process of delinquency cases
that will have mental health staff at
police stations providing screening
and, as appropriate, confidential referrals for mental health and other
services for children and their families. This new intake process is designed to address negative social
factors and to build on children's
strengths by separating it from the
determination in the delinquency
court of which children to detain
before trial and disposition (sentencing). The
JJAG members and
Mental Health officials
who jointly designed the
program hope to dramatically reduce unnecessary reliance on incarceration and effectively
attack D.C.'s disproportionate minority confinement problem.
"The District's juvenile incarcerated population currently and historically is 100 percent minority. This is an outrage,”
Tulman said. “We are confident that
the Alternative Pathways approach
will lower detention rates and help
this community address its DMC
crisis."

“The District's juvenile
incarcerated population
currently and historically is 100 percent minority. This is an outrage.”
- Professor Joe Tulman
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Faculty and Staff News, Continued
Award-Winning Clinical
“Extended Family”

Professor Morin To Present
Work-In-Progress At The
Mid-Atlantic People Of Color
Legal Scholarship Conference
From Thursday through Saturday, January 30 to February 1, law
professors of color and those interested in issues of race, identity, and
ethnicity will gather at the Washington and Lee University in Lexington,
Virginia, for the Mid-Atlantic People
of Color Legal Scholarship Conference and Annual Meeting. Professors Alice Martin Thomas, Stephanie Brown, Christine Jones and
Laurie Morin will be attending, and
interested law students are invited to
attend. The program theme is “Law,
Cultures, and the Philosophy of Science,” and features many provocative
panels on subjects like “Historical
Perspectives of the Science of Difference,” “Recruiting and Retaining
Faculty of Color: A Roundtable Discussion,” and “Waiting to Exhale…
Mental Health, Law, and Culture.”
The conference also provides a
wonderful opportunity to present
works-in-progress for critique and
feedback. Professor Morin will be
presenting a paper entitled And Justice for All: The Bar’s Interest in Denying Admission to Zealous Advocates of White Supremacy. This paper
analyzes the First Amendment and
professional responsibility issues
arising from the Illinois Board of Bar
Examiners’ refusal to admit a candidate to the bar based in part on his
widely publicized, flagrantly racist
speech. The state bar commission’s
decision was upheld by the Illinois
Supreme Court, and certiorari was
denied by the United States Supreme
Court, leaving the issues open for
discussion. Professor Morin’s paper
evaluates the constitutional question
16

Prof. Laurie Morin

left open by the Hale case: May a
state bar, consistent with the First
Amendment, deny admission to an
applicant based upon a prediction that
his widely disseminated views on racial superiority and hatred will inevitably conflict with his ethical duties as
a member of the legal profession?
The answer to this question is not
simple, because the United States Supreme Court has not decided a significant bar admission case since the
1970s, and its views on the First
Amendment are complex, confusing,
and most often decided by a sharply
divided bench. Morin argues, based
upon recent First Amendment jurisprudence in arguably analogous areas
such as hate crimes, government employment, and employment harassment, that a carefully crafted argument would pass muster by a majority
of current Justices of the Supreme
Court. She also argues that the legal
profession has the highest duty to prevent and eliminate all forms of racism
within its ranks, which takes precedence over the asserted First Amendment rights of particular individuals.
The issues raised by the case, of
course, raise timely and controversial
concerns in light of recent political
debates over terrorism.
THE ADVOCATE

UDC-DCSL Clinic Director
Louise Howells’ husband, Sandy
Oglivie, Clinic Director at Catholic
University’s Columbus School of Law,
was awarded the William Pincus
award for excellence in clinical legal
teaching at the recent American Association of Law Schools conference.
Bill Pincus, for whom the award is
named, was present at the awards ceremony and spoke to the group assembled for the Clinical Legal Education
section's luncheon. Professor Joyce
Batipps quips, “What a great ‘clinical’
family those two are!”

The Second Annual
Dave Niblack Award!
The late UDC-DCSL Professor
David Niblack, who died two years
ago, had previously served as Director
of the Wisconsin Public Defender Service. Longtime colleague and friend
Jim Rebholz sent the much appreciated
e-mail, at
right. UDCDCSL is remembering
Dave with an
endowed
scholarship in
his name. Already more
than 65
friends, family members,
and former
students have
David Niblack
contributed.
Please make your tax-deductible
contribution to the DCSL Foundation: Niblack Scholarship and mail
c/o Dean Shelley Broderick, to UDCDCSL, 4200 Connecticut Ave. NW,
Washington, D.C. 20008.
THANK YOU!
WINTER 2003

To all,
The Wisconsin Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers (WACDL) presented
the second annual Dave
Niblack award in Madison,
on the date of the annual
WACDL Ethics conference,
always on the second Saturday of December. This
year the award was given
to one of the quirky veteran SPD appellate lawyers
(Jack Schairer) of whom
Dave was very fond, particularly because Jack quietly, but fiercely, litigated
on the behalf of criminal
indigent defendants for
about 30 years. Jack and
his family were present and
very pleased with the
award. You would have
appreciated that the
award is being implemented consistent with
Dave's legacy. As you
probably know, Dave had
attended and presented at
this conference several
times and was fond of having a few beers later with a
number of the attendees,
especially the UW-Law
School clinical faculty, following the half-day program. I must confess that
for two years running, no
one has lingered to enjoy
any of those beers--Dave
probably understands, but
he surely is disappointed.

School of Law News
Mayor Appoints Dean To
Corporation Counsel
Selection Committee

Dean Broderick
To Attend Harvard

Dean Shelley Broderick will receive
training at the Institute for ManMayor Anthony Williams has
agement
and Leadership in Education
asked Dean Shelley Broderick to serve
at
the
Harvard
Graduate School of
with other leaders of the bench and bar
Education.
The
renowned two-week
to recruit and recommend the next Corporation Counsel for the District of Co- program offered in June will bring together presidents, provosts, and deans
lumbia. Former Corporation Counsel
from across the nation and from many
Robert Rigsby was recently named by
President George Bush to the D.C. Su- disciplines for a rigorous program of
study. The curriculum is designed for
perior Court — where he joins his
wife, Associate Judge Anna Blackburn- those who will "transform the design
and delivery of education through new
Rigsby. Both judges also are Adjunct
Professors of Professional Responsibil- approaches to teaching and learning,
through reallocation of resources,
ity at UDC–DCSL and co-teach a
through the introduction of innovative
course.
delivery formats and through new alliThe Corporation Counsel is the
District’s chief legal officer overseeing ances." Topics include building partnerships and alliances, strategic planand managing a $46.8 million budget,
ning and budgeting, community enand supervising 200 lawyers and 230
gagement, distance learning, and leadsupport staff. The Corporation Couning and managing change. Said Dean
sel provides advice and oversight for
Broderick, “I look forward to being a
civil litigation, criminal prosecution,
student again — and to visiting Fenemployment law, contracts, real estate
way Park!”
and land use/development law, public
works, prosecution of civil child abuse
and neglect, adjudication of parental
rights, and adult protective services
cases. The Corporation Counsel also
offers advice and opinions on legal issues, legislation, and rulemaking to the
Mayor and other government officials.
The selection committee interviewed top candidates in February and
made its recommendations to Mayor
Williams who will make his final selection soon.

Jim Rebholz
This plaque to Dave is now built into the bar at the D.C. Chop House!
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Sound Advice
Sound Advice, UDC’s Cable 19
television show hosted by Dean Shelley
Broderick, enjoyed a productive fall
schedule, airing shows in which guests
provided valuable information on the
District of Columbia’s new Family
Court; jury duty; the newly passed referendum providing for an elected D.C.
District Attorney; legal issues affecting — and programs supporting — seniors; new post 9-11 legislation calling for
widespread use of video surveillance
cameras in the District; 2003 D.C.
budget shortfall issues; the effects of the
criminalization of mental illness, and the
work of the Children’s Law Center.
Sound Advice is co-hosted by the UDC
David A. Clarke School of Law and the
D.C. Consortium of Legal Services Providers. Available to 175,000 D.C.
households, it can be seen Monday evenings at 10:00 p.m., Wednesday at 7:00
p.m., and Friday at 9:00 p.m.
The season led off with a program
showcasing the District of Columbia Superior Court’s new Family Court with
guests Lee Satterfield and Anita JoseyHerring, presiding judge and deputy
presiding judge respectively of the Family Court, and Magistrate Judge Pamela
Gray. Together, they outlined the fundamental changes made by the Family
Court Act of 2001 to the Superior
Court’s system for handling children’s
cases. Emphasizing the new court’s primary goal of ensuring the safety, permanency, and well-being of children, the
judges proudly described greatly increased training and staffing, more
"family friendly" reconfigured facilities,
and the new one-family, one-judge policy. All of these measures are aimed at
improving services for the children in
the 1,500 abuse and neglect cases filed
each year, a figure that is up from 300 to
400 cases a year in the 1980s. Especially poignant was Judge Gray’s revelation of her personal experiences in the
abuse and neglect system, which she said
helps her deliver empathetic and compassionate service to children in the District of Columbia Family Court.
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Another early edition of Sound Advice
featured D.C. Superior Court Chief Judge
Rufus King, who talked about the importance
of jury duty, the variety of steps taken to accommodate jurors, and the serious ramifications
of failure to comply with the civil obligation to
serve. Joining Judge King was D.C. resident,
Kevin Avery a lawyer and legislative counsel
to Senator Mary Landrieu, who recounted some
of his interesting experiences as a juror in the
District of Columbia.

Sound Advice Host and Moderator,
UDC-DCSL Dean Shelley Broderick

DC Councilmember David Catania and S. Broderick

Hon.Pamela Gray

D.C. Councilmember David Catania
educated viewers about Referendum A on the
November ballot, which asked voters to determine whether there should be a Home Rule
Charter amendment providing for a locally
elected district attorney. Dean Broderick, who
testified before the D.C. Council in support of
similar legislation in fall 2001, joined the
Councilmember in describing the benefits of
the referendum which — no doubt as a direct
result of this edition of Sound Advice — passed
overwhelmingly!
In a fourth show, staff attorneys from
AARP’s Legal Counsel for the Elderly talked
about some of the new programs and services
offered by LCE to keep seniors in their homes.
The program began with 81-year old LCE client
Nathaniel Kyle, who lost his home in a tax sale
although he never missed a tax payment and
never received notice of the impending sale. A
long-haul driver, Mr. Kyle purchased a home in
the 1950s and raised four kids there. It was
only when he sought an equity loan in 2000 to
make some repairs that he learned that his home
had been sold to a neighbor in 1985. LCE staff
attorney Deniece Fields, through the Real Prop-

Judge Josey-Herring
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Nathaniel Kyle and Deniece Fields

erty Tax Project, won return of title
to his home for Mr. Kyle. Another
LCE staff attorney, Rhonda
Dahlman, ’86, and Karen Currie,
social worker for Emmaus Services
for the Aging, also appeared on the
show to announce creation of the
"Alternatives to Landlord/Tenant
Court for the Elderly Project." (now
co-directed by UDC-DCSL grad
Karen Greene, ’02!) This project
helps senior tenants avoid eviction
and landlords to receive the rent, by
providing bill-paying assistance and
other services to seniors who want
to remain in their homes and can do
so with some assistance from volunteers.

outreach coordinator Jen
Milley, staff member
Sarah Ghani and interns
Brittany Griebeling and
Jessica Langley who made
a strong case against the
D.C. Council plan to approve D.C. police regulations that would greatly
expand the use of video
surveillance cameras. Citing loss of privacy and
other abuses experienced
in the United Kingdom and

in

The next show featured American Civil Liberties Union of the National Capital Area Legislative
Counsel Steve Block, community
Immediately Above: Jesse Price, President of the D.C. Mental Health Consumers’ League,
Tammy Seltzer, ‘96, Staff Attorney for the Bazelon Center for Disability Rights
and Host Shelley Broderick
at left and Above Right; Mary Ann Luby, Outreach Director
for the Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless;

other countries, the ACLU team argued
forcefully for "cops, not cameras."
For a change of pace, another Sound
Advice program examined efforts by Mayor
Anthony Williams and the D.C. Council to
close a $323 million D.C. budget shortfall
for fiscal year 2003, which began on October 1. Ed Lazere, Director of the D.C. Fiscal Policy Institute, and Linda Leaks, Director of Project WISH, took a hard look at
planned cuts to programs and services like
the Housing Production Trust Fund that affect low-income D.C. residents. The guests
discussed 2000 census data showing that
one in five D.C. residents is poor and one
VOL. 8, NUM. 1
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three D.C. children live in poverty,
and argued that the District’s “rainy
day” fund should be used as similar
funds are being used across the nation — in lieu of some of the more
egregious planned cuts in services.
UDC-DCSL alumna Tammy
Seltzer, ‘96, staff attorney at the
Bazelon Center for Mental Health
Law, joined Jesse Price, President
of the D.C. Mental Health Consumers’ League, and Mary Ann Luby,
outreach director, at the Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless
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American Civil Liberties Union Interns left and above and with Staff Attorney
Steve Bloch, below left

to explore some of the serious failings of the mental heath system,
both nationally and locally. Mr. Price spoke from his own experience about difficult encounters with police who were insufficiently
trained or knowledgeable about people with mental illness. The
other speakers highlighted the huge increase in the District of Columbia of incarcerated people with mental problems —now nearly
600 per year, up from 160 in 1998 and 1999 — and the attendant
budget ramifications for the corrections system. They also talked
about new efforts to train police, diversion programs, and other
mechanisms for improving the situation.
Finally, Sound Advice showcased attorneys at the Children’s
Law Center and their Pro
Bono Adoption Project,
Special Needs Adoption
Project, Guardian Ad Litem
Program, Three to Third
Project, and the Health Access Project. Legal Director Matt Fraiden and staff
attorneys Vivek Sankaran,
LaShanda Taylor, and
Laura Rinaldi explained
how clients can get help
and described the Center’s
work to train volunteer lawyers, judges and others in
the court system.
Stay tuned for upcoming shows on the Innocence
Project, Kinship Care, the
D.C. Bar Foundation, the
D.C. Bar Pro Bono Program, the District’s Tax
Compliance Office,
changes in domestic relations law, and bankruptcy.
Above, ACLU Intern Brittany Griebeling and Attorney Steve Bloch
20
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Sound Advice
Continued….

Above, ACLU staff member Sarah Ghani; above
right, Rhonda Dahlman, ‘86, Staff Attorney with
Legal Counsel for the Elderly and Karen Currie,
Social Workier with Emmaus Services for the Aging; at right and below LaShanda Taylor and Matt
Fraiden of the Children’s Law Center; and at
lower right Laura Rinaldi and Vivek Sankaran of
the Children’s Law Center
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Judicial Clerkship Workshop
In October
2002 the School of
Law hosted a wellattended luncheon
workshop on judicial clerkships that
brought three D.C.
judges to campus
to share insights on
clerking and their
experiences with
recruiting and hiring law clerks.
Dean Broderick introduced D.C. Superior Court Judge
Judith Bartnoff, who provided a range of practical advice — and vehemently denied any similarity to “Judge
Judy,” D.C. Superior Court Judge Hiram Puig-Lugo
and D.C. Court of Appeals Associate Judge Vanessa
Ruiz. Also present was Judge Bartnoff’s current clerk,
Tyrona DeWitt, ‘02 and Judge Ruiz’s future clerk,
Vanessa Carlo-Miranda, ‘03. (For his part, Judge
Puig-Lugo has had several UDC-DCSL judicial interns
and Lynette Collins, ‘01 served as his law clerk for a
year after her graduation.)

At left and below, Judge Judith Bartnoff;
above, Dean Shelley Broderick;
above right, Judge Vanessa Ruiz;
and at right Judge Hiram Puig-Lugo
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Student Employment News
Kenniah Canady, ’04, has been offered a
paid summer internship with the Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office. Kenniah
will be court-certified and will litigate
cases on the juvenile, misdemeanor, and
municipal calendars. Success in this program may lead to a permanent position
upon graduation!

Kimberly Fahrenholz, ’05, has
landed a internship carrying a stipend with Families USA's Health
Assistance Partnership, where she
will be one of only three legal interns this spring semester. She
found the internship through the
Equal Justice Works Career Fair.
The Health Assistance Partnership is a new project of Families
USA and will provide technical
assistance, professional development, and training opportunities
to 2,200 consumer health assistance programs around the country. These programs (also known
as ombudsman programs) help
health care consumers to better
understand and secure their health
care rights. The Partnership will
work with programs serving
Medicare, Medicaid, and privatesector consumers.

Kenniah Cannady, ‘04

Natalie Brocklebank, ’04, will continue to
work this summer at Finnegan, Henderson,
Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, L.L.P.
[recently ranked #1 IP Firm worldwide in a
published report!]. She’s been there a year
as a law clerk and assists patent and trademark attorneys who participate in the litigation mentoring program which handles
D.C. Superior Court criminal cases pro
bono. Natalie investigates the cases, drafts
memoranda, writes motions, and assists in
implementation of the pro bono program,
both with direct legal assistance and as a
resource for both attorneys and support
staff because of her past experience as a
criminal defense investigator. This summer, with her help, the firm won a mistrial
in a murder case, (second time, hung jury,
soon to be retried for the third time in Superior Court). She has an armed robbery
case coming up this month and will be assisting several newly trained patent and
trademark attorneys who will soon “pick
up” more criminal cases.
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Charlie Agwumezie, ‘04

Charlie C. L. Agwumezie, ’04, interned for former UDC-DCSL clinical professor Olinda Moyd at the
Public Defender Service of D.C. on
parole revocation cases. He reports
being given lots of responsibility and,
under close supervision, interviewed
clients, researched and wrote briefs,
and represented clients in parole
hearings.
Andrea Henson-Armstrong,’03,
continued her work at the Federal Judicial Center over the holidays where
she is the only law student doing research on class actions and mass torts
for the Mass Torts chapter of the
Manual for Complex Litigation
(anticipated publication: May 2003).

Natalie Brocklebank, ‘04
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Tiffani N. Shannon, ’04, clerked for
Humphries & Brooks, LLC, a business law firm in Washington, D.C.,
during the summer of 2002 as well as
over the 2002-2003 holiday season.
In her work at Humphries, she has
reviewed business contracts, provided
assistance with tax-exempt status to
nonprofits, processed trademark applications, and performed various legal research and memo-writing tasks.

WINTER 2003

Lorran Garrison, ’05, has been interning over the winter break for
Judge Lee Satterfield, Presiding
Judge of DC Superior Court’s Family Court, and plans to continue her
work there during Spring Semester.
Judge Satterfield has headed the
Family Court since Congress passed
the "One Court One Family Act" in
2001 in response to the death of a
foster child under the court's supervision. As a judicial intern, Lorran
makes sure that the children's cases
from the Associate Judges are transferred to the correct Magistrate Judges
according to the new Congressional plan,
pulls child neglect jackets for the law
clerk and/or judge, and performs a variety of office duties. Since the judge also
handles mental health cases, Lorran has
been summarizing his emergency orders
too. She’s also helped the law clerk draft
two motions for parental support. She
writes, “In all honesty, I've learned more
about Civ Pro interning than I have in
class!” (Sorry Prof. Allen! – Ed.)

Christopher Busch, ‘04, has
been offered a paid summer
position with the US Environmental Protection Agency’s
office of Environmental Enforcement. Meanwhile, he’s
continuing his internship work
with the U.S. Department of
Justice Civil Division Commercial Litigation Branch.
Lorran Garrison, ’05. meets Ralph Nader at the
2002 Equal Justice Works Career Fair

Todd Zinicola, ’04, will be interning this summer for the Fairfax
County Office of the Public Defender – thanks in part to connections with friends of classmate
Karen Walker. It’s that old girl/
boy network in action!
LaShanda Whaley, ’05, will be
interning with Madeline Harvey at
the Public Defender Service of D.C.

Nicole Blancato, ’03, will be interning
for the D.C. Corporation Counsel, Major
Crimes Division, and will be supervised
by a UDC-DCSL alumna, Christina
Lugo, ’95.

Chris Busch, ‘04

Tiffani Johnson, ’05 will be doing a
volunteer internship this spring with the
Public Defender Service of D.C. under
Ed Shacklee. She will be doing some
research for them on juveniles’ ability to
comprehend Miranda warnings, assisting
with some investigations, and sitting in
on hearings.

Law student and juggler extraordinaire, Andrea HensenArmstrong, ’04, and daughters!
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Above left: Archbishop Francis. Above right: Todd
Howland, Director of the Center for Human Rights, RFK
Memorial; Above near right: Prof. Jim Gray, Faribarz
Fatemi, John Davies, Dean Broderick, Archbishop Francis,
Todd Howland and Abdelilah Kadili. Below: Professor William Robinson introducing the Archbishop, and at left UDCDCSL Immigration Law Project Attorney and his client,
John Davies, a Liberian asylum-seeker.

RFK Foundation Human
Rights Laureate
Michael Kpakala Francis
Visits UDC-DCSL
On March 3rd the Liberia
Support Group, created by the Robert F.
Kennedy Center for Human Rights to
Support the activities and endeavor of the
Center for Human Rights' 1999 Laureate
Archbisop Michael Kpakala Francis
hosted the Archbishop for a luncheon talk
at UDC-DCSL.
Archbishop Francis described his
and others’ efforts to steer Liberia, long
beset by a bloody civil war, on a path toward justice and democracy. With song
and good humor despite his travails, he
described the dreadful conditions in his
home country.
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During his visit to Washington, and accompanied by Dean Shelley Broderick and other members of
the Support Group, the Archbishop
was received by Secretary of State
Colin Powell, members of the U.S.
Senate, and other ranking government and political leaders. (Rumor
hath it that a certain member of the
delegation expressed her opposition
to war in Iraq to the Secretary!)
Dean Broderick and UDCDCSL Professors Bill Robinson and
THE ADVOCATE

UDC School of Engineering and Applied
Sciences Dean, Ben Latigo
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ALUMNI JOB NEWS
Karen Green, ’02, is Co-Director of
AARP’s Legal Counsel for the Elderly’s
Alternatives to Landlord Tenant Court for
the Elderly Project with, Rhonda
Dahlman, ’86, who founded it – and who
won the 2002 D.C. Bar’s Gerald Scoutt
award as a result!) The position came
about as a result of Karen’s interest in
elder law issues and from her two summers of work - which began as UDCDCSL Community Service! Karen works
with people on a variety of levels. She
deals directly with landlords, resident
managers, landlords’ attorneys, community based organizations and seniors.
She’s now seeking religious organizations
interested in partnering with LCE.
Sanaz Dabiri, ’02, writes, “I got married
in July, moved to Ocala, Florida, and got a
job with the Briggs Law Firm. Mr. Briggs
is the #1 trial attorney in Marion County
and it’s an honor for me to work for him.
I am currently doing discovery for various
cases and writing memoranda.”
Anna Gamez, ’02, writes, “I'm working
for Gemini Title & Escrow, LLC, and the
Law Offices of Craig A. Parker, LLC (in
Bethesda). I am the Litigation paralegal
for Craig A. Parker. They mainly do settlements there but I don't work with that
right now. I work on drafting real estate
motions to the court, evictions, and some
collections work. Upon passing the Bar
(hopefully in February 2003) they'll hire
me as a settlement attorney, their courtroom person for the law firm side of the
organization. I like my job a lot.”
Edgar Vega, ’02, is back in the area and

is doing INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY work for alum Stevan Lieberman, ’95, in Takoma Park!
Kosiso Onyia, ’02, has begun a position in legislation and policy work
for the National Association of Securities Dealers.
Perry Foreman, ’01, just accepted
an associate position at Hartel, Kane,
DeSantis, MacDonald & Howie, in
Greenbelt, Md. The firm handles
plaintiff and defense personal injury,
medical malpractice, and insurance claims, and also practices general matters including family and
employment law.
Sydney S. Thompson, ’95, called
the other day just before leaving for
Beijing to report the completion of
his Islamic Studies Masters and his
recent appointment as Vice-President
of Asian Markets for Key Industries,
a 37-year-old multi-national corporation! One of its many businesses is
the introduction of live food vegan
restaurants in Japan. Another is a
computer program that creates time
in radio and TV programming by
automatically deleting “dead” space!
As his friends know, the newly
minted Imam Thompson (actually,
he may not quite be an “Imam” yet,
but he’s really close!) – who, by the
way, has already vowed to issue no
“fatwahs” against those faculty, staff
and colleagues with whom he may
have tangled in the past – is fluent in
Chinese as well as Arabic!
I got my copy of the Advocate. I
loved it. Keep up the great work. –
Nivia M. Baez, ’95
Mary Rogan, ’83 – “This is to

pledge $275.00 towards the Broderick
scholarship challenge. I am now legal
counsel to one of the units of The City
University of New York after having
been on the faculty and practicing immigration and family law. Without
Antioch, I would never have become a
lawyer or, for that matter, an educator.”
Brian Leslie, ‘98, has opened the Law
Offices of Brian Lee Leslie, PLC, in
Old Town Alexandria, Virginia. He
also owns his own title company, Guaranty Land Title, Inc., which underwrites with Chicago Title Insurance
Company. He closes residential and
commercial real estate transactions and
provides the title-insurance-related
products to clients through Guaranty
Land Title. His firm has five employees and the title company has one employee. Brian writes, “I hope all is
well with my classmates from the class
of 1998!”
Catrina “CJ” Jones, ‘99, writes, “I
am a full-time associate in a minority
general practice law firm in Landover,
MD, Maignan & Associates, LLC. I
handle divorce, bankruptcy, breach of
contract, small business counseling,
medical malpractice, wrongful death,
abuse and neglect, and assault cases.
In addition to my MD bar, I was sworn
in to the DC bar on January 6, 2003, at
2:00 p.m.!
Gerald S. Schatz, ‘93, is a visiting
scholar at the Center for Clinical Bioethics, Georgetown University Medical
Center. He was a coeditor of the Federal Administrative Dispute Resolution
Deskbook, published in 2001 by the
American Bar Association Section of
Administrative Law and Regulatory
Practice.

At left the RFK Memorial Center for Human
Rights Liberia Support Committee members Prof.
Sherman Rogers, Erica Sewell, Abdelilah Kadili,
Dean Shelley Broderick, Todd Howland, Prof. Jim
Gray, Oriana Roberts and, seated, Co-Chairs
Prof. William Robinson and Faribarz Fatemi.
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ALUMNI FUND DRIVE
Students Initiate 1998
Alumni Funding Frenzy!

Alumni Support Surges, Cont.
(from front page….)

The 200 participants in the year-end drive is more than number of alumni (195) who donated over the entire year between October
1, 2001 and October 1, 2002—which represented a doubling . There
is every reason to believe we can double alumni participation again
this year!
One of the highlights of this year's effort was a series of
generous challenge donations by members of the Class of 1998 that
were touched off by a $650 student challenge to match contributions
by recent graduates! ‘98ers Brian Leslie, Melissa Willett and
Ernesto Torres Almodovar have pledged $550, $1100 and $5,000
dollars respectively (See the e-mail correspondence at right!)
Another highlight was a last-minute challenge made by an
alumna - career-long legal services attorney Olive Clarke, from New
York City who challenged her classmates and alumni generally with a
$1,500 donation!
The 2002 year-end effort was touched off by a $1,500
challenge grant from Carolyn Waller, '77, in support of our
Immigration Law Project; a $1,500 matching grant from DCSL
Foundation Board Vice-Chair Daniel Solomon, a $1,000 match by
Joe Libertelli, '85, a $500 match for scholarship donations by Dean
Broderick (MAT, '82); a $500 challenge by Walter Gordon, '76; and
a $300 challenge to classmates by Paul Raizk, '96. Paul
Kratchman, '86 challenged his classmates with a $100 donation,
Prof. Jim Gray challenged the Class of '93 to match a $200 donation.
In order to encourage Antioch School of Law graduates to
support UDC-DCSL, the School of Law solicited statements of
support by Antioch law alumni. Thirty alumni their words were
featured in e-mails and in a mailing to all Antioch School of Law
alumni - which included The Advocate. This extra effort made a clear
difference to many, as evidenced both by the increase in donors and
donations, as well as by the wonderful notes alumni sent along with
their checks and/or pledges.

In December 2002, several students donated or pledged a total of $650 as matching
funding to challenge recent alumni to donate to
the School. Many alumni responded with
pledges and donations, but the following emails — all coming within 24 hours of the communication of the student challenge — were
quite astonishing and heartwarming:
1. Dear Joe, OK, you got me. I pledge $50.00
now and will send it immediately. Outside of
that contribution I also will match any $50.00
donation from an alumni of the class of 1998, up
to a $500.00 total contribution. Let me know if
this is still possible. Brian Leslie, Class of 1998
2. I'll take the challenge and up Brian's ante. I
pledge $100 (and will send immediately) and
will match each $100 given from a '98er up to
$1,000 total. – Melissa Willett, ‘98
3. I just told Jim Gray about your generous offer and it inspired him on the spot to offer $200
to match the Class of '93's donations — his first
class here! I will send your note out as well
(hope you're not pulling my leg!).
THANKS! - Joe
4. No pulling of the leg — the school gave me a
leg up when no one else was interested in me. I
have a great job (I work for super-litigator David
Boies) and some health concerns recently have
made me more aware of all I have to be thankful
for. – Melissa Willett
5. Hi Joe! Pledge of $5,000 to be given on
April 1, 2003. $2,500 for the Immigration Law
Project; $2,500 for the Juvenile Law Clinic.
Thanks. Ernesto Torres Almodovar, ‘98
And later…

Archbishop Francis receiving the Dean’s Cup from Dean Shelley
Broderick. RFK Human Rights Center Director Todd Howland looks on.
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6. “Hi Joe! Thanks for the response to my
pledge. Please, let my classmates and other
alumni know about my pledge. Also, let them
know that I do not have the attorney license yet.
If I can come up with $5,000, I am sure they can
do even better than me. If you can, give my love
to Suji and Joe. Mary is always in my prayers. I
do miss them greatly...” Ernesto
SPRING 2003

Antioch Law Alumni Comments
Reasons Antioch School of Law
Alumni Support the UDC David A.
Clarke School of Law
"When Antioch began, it was a
vibrant and exciting opportunity for
those of us who wanted to do law in the
public interest. Our peers went to law
school to make money and we went to
law school to seek justice. We were a
hodge-podge of color, gender, economic class and backgrounds, and we
were unique in the nation at that time.
We built a community that survives to
this day.
ASL may no longer exist, but
UDC–DCSL carries on the ASL tradition of training a diverse group of students to become lawyers who passionately seek justice against the dark side.
We need these lawyers in a polarized,
increasingly conservative and intolerant country being led by those who
seek to hide, crush and divert justice.
I think it is harder now than
ever to become a public interest lawyer. The students at UDC–DCSL need
our help if our legacy is to survive beyond us." – Eve Chesbro, ‘75, Law
Office of Eve Chesbro, Labor and Employment Law, Altadena, CA
"UDC is doing what ASL was
founded to do. UDC is lively, active,
and thought-provoking. It's turning out
lawyers who are prepared and motivated to do what we went to ASL to
learn to do. It, and its graduates, are
needed today more than ever (and you
who keep up with the news you know
what I mean). If you've lost contact, it's
time to re-connect. We're going to need
each other soon enough." – Luis Rumbaut, ‘75, Washington, D.C.
"I agree with my classmate,
Luis Rumbaut, that UDC certainly is
working hard to carry on the legacy of
ASL. Your efforts ... have made me
feel very connected to UDC. The political world … often swings like a pendulum, and frankly I have little tolerance for either extreme as both have
VOL. 8, NUM. 1

little tolerance for moderation. Calm
voices are needed now. It is good to
keep in touch with fellow ASL'ers.
Most of us are of a very special
breed.” – Fred Ryland, ‘75, Baltimore, MD
"When Edgar Cahn taught us,
he said that the most important thing
was to work to achieve the client's, not
my, goals. He was right. I represent a
few public interest clients (e.g., the Legal Aid Bureau of Baltimore, a foster
care not-for-profit, etc.). Most of my
clients do business with the State of
Maryland (such as the Baltimore Orioles who rent Camden Yards, Accenture who sells IT to the State, etc.) I
still think of Edgar's message.” – Scott
Livingston, ‘75, Chevy Chase, MD
"America may not need more
lawyers, but it continues to need the
legal educational experience that Antioch, now UDC–David A. Clarke
School of Law, provides. UDC challenges its students and the profession to
serve today's society. UDC recruits a
diverse student body, provides a rigorous broad-based education that recognizes the diversity of learning styles
and the value of experience, and prepares its graduates to zealously represent the interests of their clients and
their communities in the fight for justice and equality. The reward for our
support of this mission is a better country, improved communities, and a
stronger legal profession." – Leslie E.
Gerwin, ‘75, New Orleans, LA
"i have an ex employee at antioch (UDC–Ed.) in the 1st year class.
he loves law school and Antioch
(UDC). Tuition’s up to 14 k not bad
considering i have a daughter coming
up the ranks. she is very liberal-the
complete opposite of me which will
suit her fine at Antioch (UDC) though i
hear the school has gotten more conservative in the last ten years. to make
tuition I will have to raise my fees and
THE ADVOCATE

have several hispanics pay for it. sorry
i cant get government grants like edgar.
phil griego says hello from new mexico
as well as rudy ortiz- the old fart just
turned 70. started at asl (UDC – Ed.) at
about 60 years of age. good man even
though he is a democrat. eliminate the
cuban embargo i need some good cigars. keep up the good work. want
some deer meat. we nailed a bunch in
colorado and west va?" - Vernon Gutjahr, ‘75, Alexandria, VA
"The vision of Antioch lives on
at UDC. It is harder now with the evisceration of the federal courts and the
Legal Services Corporation to make a
career in public interest law . The need
is still great and UDC, like Antioch, is
training lawyers who will make a difference" – Roger D. Forman, ‘75,
Charleston, WV
"Recently, I was going through
my old file cabinet and I found the letter inviting me to participate in a new
experiment, Antioch School of Law. I
cherish Antioch because it responded
in a very positive way to minorities and
women who were interested in a career
in law. Well, for your information, the
David A. Clarke School of Law, UDC,
continues with that tradition. I fully
support what the school is doing and I
encourage all former Antioch graduates
to support this outstanding institution.
Let's help keep it going." – Jim Joiner,
’75, Washington, DC
“My days at Antioch School of
Law (Class of 1976) were among the
most significant days of my life. Born
and raised in a small town in rural
Georgia, I wanted law school to be a
rich cultural experience, and Antioch
provided such an experience indeed.
Knowing my politics, my friend Julian
Bond, who had heard about Antioch
from his friend Jean Camper Cahn,
suggested that I consider attending.
After seeing the weighty application
(Continued on page 30)
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(40 pages??) I elected to wait a year
before applying. Frankly, I also
wanted to make sure the School still
existed after the first year!
From my first two weeks of
school spent living with a family in
Anacostia, through the turmoil of accreditation and trying relationships
with Antioch at Yellow Springs, to the
raucous graduation ceremony in May
1976, Antioch gave me a law school
experience unlike any other law school
could. As a result of my in-court training, I was able to immediately begin a
private practice upon graduation. Now,
26 years later, I remain in that private
practice.
Antioch taught me the importance of representing "people, not
things," and I understand that UDC
carries that tradition forward today. As
the nation's first true trial law school,
Antioch equipped me for the courtroom, and in so doing gave access to
the courts to the many average folks I
have represented over the years. My
practice, like those of many of my
classmates, may not have been the
most financially rewarding practice,
but it has most certainly provided the
rich reward of knowing that I have
helped people who may not otherwise
have been helped.
I am grateful to the administration and staff of the UDC Law School
for its embrace of ASL alumni. Just
this week, I fulfilled my long-held goal
of admission to the U.S. Supreme
Court Bar with the active encouragement, help, and recommendation of Joe
Libertelli and Shelley Broderick. I
truly hope that my friends and classmates realize what UDC–DCSL has
done, and is doing, to continue the people-oriented mission of the Antioch
School of Law.” – Walter J. Gordon,
’76, Hartwell, GA
"I continue to support DCSL
because the school has the same vision
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and energy as Antioch had and because
it's refreshing to hear about an innovative and enthusiastic faculty and administration. I hope it lasts a long time
and obtains the support and finances it
needs." – Elizabeth Herman, ’77,
Washington, DC
"So some ASL'ers turn up their
noses in the same way so many traditionalists turned up their noses at ASL?
That's rich! In any case, I have come
to think the paternity issue is beside the
point. The important thing is that this
model of legal education survives in a
setting that fosters progressive ideals.
We know it works. We — whether
from ASL or UDC–DCSL — are all
products of strong clinical programs
that prepared us for a broad array of
challenging, interesting, and, yes, even
progressive, careers within — and
without — the legal profession." –
John Racin, ’77, Washington, DC
"Joe, I'm enjoying reading
these emails. Does anyone out there
remember when the Klan bombed our
ASL classroom building on 16th Street
and the Black Muslims came to guard
us as we walked to and from classes?
An amazing time and legacy, a great
program and I'm pleased you are carrying on.” – Lyn Striegel, ’77, Maryland
"Antioch School of Law was
never about Antioch University, it was
all about Jean's and Edgar's vision of a
law school that would create lawyeractivists, who wanted to be lawyers to
make a difference in the world, and not
necessary money, and who actually had
practiced law before graduating from
law school. Dean Broderick has made
certain that UDC Law school carries on
that tradition like no other law school
in the country, with Edgar's continued
involvement, and this connects ASL
alums to the UDC law school. Nothing
connects us to Antioch University ex-
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cept a name." – Michael Maggio, ’78,
Washington, D.C.
“DCSL merits the ardent support of the entire Antioch School of
Law community. Both share a common heritage and vision of the law
school experience. The challenge and
excitement, born in the classrooms and
clinics on 16th Street, now live at Connecticut and Van Ness. DCSL has a
faculty, administration, and student
body that is highly qualified, experimental, and energized. Everyone benefits from this school's strength, growth
and longevity.” – Joseph P. Herring,
‘78, Evanston, IL
"While ASL is gone, it is good
to be a part of the historical evolution
of public interest law education and
clinical legal education. It would be
interesting to see a written history of
the transition of ASL to UDC–DCSL.
Perhaps you have it on your website.
Keep up the good work; one day I will
venture far enough east to see the
school. Aloha.” – Newton J. Chu,
ASL ‘80, Hilo, HI
"Antioch not only defined, but
was the base to create my career as a
public interest lawyer. It was the only
law school available where I didn't
have to drop out of life for three years
in order to be an activist. The leadership of UDC–DCSL reflects that same
commitment to activism as intensely as
any of us did in the 70s or 60s. Our
organization's front line lawyers have
continued to come from UDC–DCSL
alumni." – Tom Devine, 80, Legal Director, Government Accountability
Project, Washington, D.C.
"Although I left law to become
a union organizer, I value the legal
education I got at ASL for its challenge
to us to be effective advocates for social change. The combination of tradi(Continued on page 31)
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tional coursework and engaging clinical work, combined with a creative and
intensely interesting social atmosphere
was a really special experience that I
will always value." – Emilie Junge,
‘80, Washington, DC
"As a Native American and
single parent of three elementary
school children when I was admitted to
Antioch, I will always be grateful to
Jean and Edgar Cahn and Antioch for
giving me the opportunity to get a law
degree. I have tried to live up to the
commitment I made in my application
to Antioch by working for Legal Services on an Indian Reservation for several years and by doing court-appointed
criminal defense work. Financially it
has not always been easy, but it is extremely rewarding. I know of a number
of Antioch graduates who are also fulfilling their commitments. Recently I
had an opportunity to visit UDC; it
was encouraging, given the way the
country has gone to the extreme right
politically, to see Edgar Cahn there and
to hear Dean Shelley Broderick speak
about UDC accomplishments. It appears to me that UDC is carrying on
the traditions begun by Antioch. I hope
they will continue." – Maria Mendoza, ‘80, Rockville, MD
"So that you may not wonder,
your e-mails are read by at least some
of the Antioch alumni, and your good
work is appreciated. Thank you for
your endeavors." – Phil Dropkin, ‘81,
New York, NY
"I remember Antioch Law
fondly as an emotional and educational
roller-coaster that I was proud to ride in
1979-82. It's hard to imagine how
commitment to following such a rough
"road less traveled" can thrive in
2002 — but the more I hear about
UDC–DCSL, the more I believe it.

The path has taken turns, but it's the
same path as before — you can trace it!
Furthermore, that bumpy road is becoming a lot more livable and appealing, and the distant goals it aims for
seem closer, now that its blind curves
and rough surfaces are getting more
attention. I'm excited about helping the
institution live up to the inspiration." –
Andy von Salis, ‘82, New York, NY
“I fully support the UDC–
DCSL as an alumnus of Antioch
School of Law. The clinical education
provided by ASL was unparalleled 20
years ago. The torch has now been
passed to another entity – and the
school is moving forward in a way that
is truly exciting. I refer to UDC–
DCSL as the Phoenix Law School – it
has risen from the ashes and refuses to
die. I still remember fondly the work
that I had the privilege to do while I
was a student. I have worked primarily
in the public service area since graduation, and have carried with me the experience I acquired at ASL. Where
else can you have the opportunity to do
such good work? Not very many
places. Many of us have had to choose
between doing what we most wanted to
do and practical considerations such as
health insurance and planning for retirement; for me, that means working in
the public sector and attempting to
make changes wherever I might be,
however small. And my colleagues
here in the lone star state are amazed
when I tell them the kinds of work performed and the level of responsibility
shouldered by law students at ASL, and
now at UDC–DCSL. Nothing of the
kind is available here. And for those
willing to venture outside the beltway
for employment, ASL grads have made
an impact here (all 6 of us?): those
who have previously hired an ASL
grad jump at the chance to interview
and hire other ASL grads. Assuming
that the same type of clinical education
is provided -- and demanded -- of stu-

dents at UDC–DCSL, there are many
doors open to graduates who have already proven their legal capabilities
prior to graduation. (As one employer
put it, he loved ASL grads because
they were self-starters and didn't require babysitting, and brought fresh
ideas and a different perspective to
problem-solving.) – Sally Jo Hahn,
‘82, Policy Development Division,
Public Utility Commission of Texas
“At ASL we learned by doing,
and I'm glad UDC is keeping up that
tradition and the tradition of encouraging legal services for social justice.” –
Kathy Peterson Scott, '82, River Falls,
WI
"We are family, DCSL and
Antioch alums. Maybe because we
were at the tail end of the battle, many
of my alums feel a special loyalty to
Antioch but it’s gone and we have to
move on! Other alums are right, it’s
the training and values we got that matter. Keep the emails coming; I look
forward to them." – Bayinnah
Tariq,’83, Washington, DC
"I support UDC-Clarke School
of Law because I firmly believe they
are attempting to carry on the Antioch
tradition and purpose. There will always be a need for attorneys to represent those who do not have the resources to hire a "private" attorney.
Public interest law has been devastated
by the cutting and cutting of Legal Aid
budgets and this will continue as long
as those in power devalue people in
need. Without a school like DCSL and
the other schools inspired by the Antioch model, a whole segment of our
society would be further devalued and
dehumanized. We can not allow our
"loyalty" to Antioch destroy the very
model that we say we are loyal to." –
Stuart L. May, ‘84, Senior Vice President, Wachovia Securities, Charleston,
WV
(Continued on page 32)
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"I for one deeply appreciate
UDC's efforts to provide us with a forum and opportunity to remain in
touch. I applaud the efforts of the staff
to keep the dream alive of providing
avenues of justice available to all regardless of race, creed, religious or
sexual orientation and last, but not
least, wealth. I will never forget what
an arrogant client from Princeton, N.J.,
once told me when I questioned the
ethics and merits of a defense she
wanted me to advocate. "Justice is for
the RICH!" Believing herself to be
"rich," she truly believed the system
was there for her use against others.
The fight to prevent injustice is
our heritage. We all had our individual
trials and tribulations at Antioch. Regardless, I believe most of us at Antioch were there because we believed
that true justice should never be blind!
Diversity is our strength and that diversity must be encouraged, nurtured, and
protected by the Judiciary. Without
this independent check and balance,
can there ever be a true democracy? I
think not. We are all patriots of a common thread. Thank you, UDC, for
agreeing to be the keeper of the
cloth." – Ed Pagan, Jr., ‘84, Flemington, NJ
"Although I am not an alumna
of UDC–DCSL, I consider myself a
Friend of UDC–DCSL simply because
they are like the "Sister School" to the
former ASL. ... I will support UDC–
DCSL because it continues to operate
under the same philosophy as ASL;
employs many of the same faculty and
staff; attracts that same type of dedicated student; and still fills a legal assistance gap in our community! Even
more so, UDC–DCSL is tying us (ASL
alums) into their loop of information,
connections, and job leads whereas our
law school – ASL – cannot, since it no
longer exists! How can we NOT support UDC–DCSL?" – Doreen Cook
Hope, ‘84, Washington, DC
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"I feel fortunate to have had
the clinical learning experiences and
supervisory attorney relationships that
were available to me at Antioch School
of Law. I also attended two other law
schools in my quest to become an attorney, so I know the difference between
the (warm) ‘Antioch clinical method’
of teaching and the cold, detached, uncaring, and competitive nature of the
purely Socratic method at other law
schools. We learned and fostered teamwork at Antioch, and it has been advantageous to transfer those teambuilding skills to many facets of my
life, but especially in my own law practice, as an entrepreneur, and in business
and government. In sum, because of
Antioch, I realized my major career
goal and was motivated to serve several organizations, in various capacities – but mostly, in the public interest.
“Let UDC bear the torch. Society still needs catalytic attorneys who
will create synergy in the public interest!" – Stephanie B. Ferguson, ‘85,
Washington, DC
"I was an activist before law
school and have done legal services
housing work in Brooklyn and now
Manhattan since graduation. I went to
ASL because of its focus on public interest and poverty law, its clinical orientation, and its race, background, and
age diversity. I remain particularly
proud of my association with a law
school that intentionally recruited people from groups underrepresented in
the legal profession. I support the
now-UDC David A. Clarke School of
Law because it is identical to ASL in
its commitment to these ideals. It is the
same law school in spirit, even if operated under a different name!
“Considering the conservative
trend since the 1980s, it is amazing and
wonderful that a school like this has
survived, swimming directly against
the tide of privatization, through reTHE ADVOCATE

peated attacks by right-wing members
of Congress, the Washington Post, and
others, and miraculously riding out the
District's recent deep financial crisis.
Its survival and continued development
under such circumstances is a testament to the excellence and importance
of the ideals and practicality it represents. It is also a testament to the dedication and competence of the people –
many from the staff and alumni of
ASL – who have kept the dream alive.
I urge my fellow Antioch
School of Law graduates to recognize
their connection to UDC, to read the emails, to attend reunions, to volunteer
as mentors, and to make donations.
With our help, the law school will gain
its full accreditation and, ultimately,
prove the validity of the model of legal
education that ASL pioneered, inspiring more and more law schools to
ground their future attorneys in how
the legal system serves and often fails
poor people – through required clinical
service." – Paul Peloquin, ‘85, Brooklyn, NY
"I was recently reminded, in
the context of the Middle East, of one
of my favorite quotations from Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.: 'True peace is
not the absence of tension, it is the
presence of justice.' I was extremely
pleased to see Antioch, like a phoenix,
arising from the ashes, as it were, as
UDC-David A. Clarke School of Law.
For many years, Antioch stood to represent those who could not afford private attorneys, thereby at least attempting to ensure that justice was not the
sole commodity of the wealthy. The
fact is that UDC–DCSL is really providing a public service to all strata of
society because people who believe
they cannot have their rights respected
through the legal process will go outside the process to enforce them. The
system will only survive as long as
there is a perception of equality under
the law. Take away places like UDC–
(Continued on page 33)
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DCSL and that perception becomes
diminished. 'Those who make peaceful
change impossible, make violent revolution inevitable.' John F. Kennedy –
1962." – Joshua Kricker, ‘85, NC
"I recently began to receive
your emails. I am happy to read them
and to be part of the ASL/UDC community. I went to Antioch to be trained
as a public interest lawyer. I have
worked as a family law lawyer in legal
services for my entire legal career. I
totally support what UDC/DSL is doing in carrying out the Antioch tradition and training public interest lawyers." – Abbe Hershberg, ’86, Greater
Boston Legal Services
"As an Antioch Grad I am
pleased to continually meet others who
are from either ASL or UDC. In the
District of Columbia, where I have
practiced family law for over 10 years,
I have met judges, defense lawyers,
and even prosecutors who have graduated from ASL/UDC. We still are doing public interest work, caring for
people, not just issues or money.
Currently, as an Assistant General Counsel at Child and Family Services Agency, the staff attorney and
law clerk who work with me are ASL/
UDC graduates. When I was an Assistant Corporation Counsel for Abuse
and Neglect, and when I was part of the
defense bar, there were ASL graduates
who I could rely on for assistance.
When I was a public defender in Chicago, one other PD was an ASL graduate.
ASL/UDC continues to produce attorneys willing to serve the public. That tradition needs to continue." –
Paul Kratchman, ‘86, Chevy Chase,
MD
"I want to be a part of ASLUDC, as an alum, to help keep a public
interest law school alive! I don’t go to
VOL. 8, NUM. 1

many events (I am rarely in DC), but it
feels good to be a part of the bigger
picture, where maybe Antioch’s philosophy and values are still growing.
Plus, I kind of like your emails." –
Merritt Becker, ‘87, Charlottesville,
VA
"Well, it’s just that I am/was
partial to Antioch of yore and had some
reservations about the early days preceding current status. However, I am
continually impressed by the work that
you are doing and the services provided, which were essentially nonexistent when we graduated! I think you
are doing a great job turning out public
interest lawyers that can, we hope, stay
in the field long term . . .unlike some of
us who have had to defect to less noble
income-producing positions! Kudos to
you all!" – Kerry Loring, ‘88, Hyattsville, MD

Sam Hens-Greco, ’85, now living in
Pittsburgh, PA writes that, in addition
to teaching daughter Kaitlin to drive
and, “all the normal daily activities of
work and kids, (his wife) Kathryn
(Hens-Greco, ’85,) has decided to take
a run for Judge. We are plowing away,
shaking hands and kissing babies. There are 3 seats open and not
many big political names running for
an open seat. So we have as good a
chance as most folks. It is amazing of
how few votes are necessary to be
elected to this position, given how
many registered voters there are in Allegheny County.”
Hon. Cynthia Jackson, ’85, a judge in
Jersey City, New Jersey has enrolled at
New Brunswick Theological Seminary
in New Brunswick, New Jersey.
Cameron Niakan, ’02, wrote,
“Wow!!! What a web site! I loved the
previous MD bar exam questions link.
Keep up the awesome job.”

Alumni Notes
Diane Brenneman, MAT ‘82, and
Linda Radvin have written a new
book for family law specialists: Domestic Relations Manual for the District of Columbia. This new work
sets the standard for practical, incisive coverage of domestic relations
law in D.C. Highly practice-oriented
for the busy practitioner, with both
complete treatment of substantive
law and a full selection of forms!
Domestic Relations Manual for the
District of Columbia is a "musthave" resource for the D.C. practitioner!
Nora Dowd, ’82, is the Pennsylvania
Secretary of Aging.
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In response to our on-line alumni fundraising effort, Evangeline Covington,
‘84, writes, “I am honored to submit
my pledge of $100.00 through my
start-up organization, ADULT LEGAL. The primary purpose of ADULT
LEGAL is to provide no-cost or lowcost adult legal education and pro bono
special education advocacy training
and litigation support to D.C. residents.
The law school has provided me with
tremendous support in learning this
very specialized area of public interest
law by allowing me to audit the Juvenile Justice Law Clinic. As my organization grows, so will the size of my donations.”
"The Advocate" was very impressive!
Will trade the enclosed check for the email address of Linda Reese-Davdison
'87 (assuming you have it).
- Sandy Radcliffe ‘86
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Alumni Join
U.S. Supreme Court Bar

Typical Alum E-mail
Joe, you are doing a good job. sorry i
couldn't send a "quote" or a check, earlier — too busy with work, kid and...
skiing. however, this afternoon i was defending my client at a deposition at a big
corporate firm. my client was sexually
harassed, both physically and verbally,
during the whole two months she worked
at her first job (she had kids after high
school and was about 25 at the time). at
first i felt that the young attorney taking
the deposition (harvard '94) was just doing
her job. after three hours of having her try
to box in my client, on dates, on whether it
was an unwanted kiss just the lips touching
her neck (my client was so embarrassed
she couldn't testify to the "F" word, but
Ms. Corporate attorney sure repeated it
clearly and loudly)... i felt so good that i
was representing this young woman. it
really does go back to everything Shelley
was saying during clinic -- we are all these
folks have in the "system." anyway, i got
your email and am sending $100. it's in
the mail. (from Neil Burns, ’85)

Lawyers’ Ethics
(Continued)

On November 18th, Patricia
Hetreed O’Boyle and Sara Davis, ‘98,
Bella Reyes, ‘95, Olive Clark, ‘77, Lisa
Leizear, ‘97, Aimee Occhetti, ‘96, and
Margo Cowan, ‘85 were sworn in on
motion by UDC-DCSL Dean Shelley
Broderick.
Each year the School of Law coordinates the swearing in to the bar of the
U.S. Supreme Court a number of our
alumni who meet the eligibility requirements: three years membership in the
highest bar of their jurisdiction and a
clean disciplinary record. They must also
find two current members of the U.S. Supreme Court Bar to sign affidavits vouching for their good character and fitness.
As many of the School of Law faculty are members of the Supreme Court
Bar, often alumni can turn to them to sign for them. A group of up to 15
alumni can be sworn in in open court before oral arguments. A larger
group of up to 50 can be sworn in, also in the Courtroom on non-argument
days.
The next argument day ceremony facilitated by the School of Law
will take place on October 17, 2003. On December 15, 2003 up to fifty
alumni can participate on our non-argument day. For information and
forms, go to www.supremecourtus.gov/bar/baradmissions.html. To

reserve a place at either ceremony, contact Joe Libertelli, Director of
Alumni Relations at 202-274-7338; jlibertelli@udc.edu

(Continued from Page 1)

events and cases like Enron or the defense
of terrorism suspects. Wade Henderson,
UDC-DCSL’s Rauh Professor of Public
Interest Law and Executive Director of the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights,
will moderate an expert panel that will
include Smith, Freedman, UDC Board
Chairman Charles Ogletree of Harvard Law
School, UDC-DCSL’s Laurie Morin, David
Luban of Georgetown Law, and Ellen
Yaroshefsky of Yeshiva University’s
Cardozo Law School. Panelists
subsequently will publish essays in an
upcoming volume of the UDC Law
Review!
Sara Davis and Trish Hetreed, UDC-DCSL, ‘98
34
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Eric Banks,’79; Walter Gordon, ‘76; Dean Shelley Broderick, Luke Cabanel, ‘87
Relinda Louisy, ‘84; Mark Coffey, ‘96; ‘Shakun Drew, ’83; and Alida O’Hara, ‘78.

Trish Hetreed O’Boyle and Sara Davis, ‘98, Bella Reyes, ‘95, Olive Clark, ‘77,
Lisa Leizear, ‘97, Aimee Occhetti, ‘96, Dean Broderick and Margo Cowan, ‘85.
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Alumni News
Quintessentially Geri: Remembering Geraldine
Goldthwaite, Class of 1992
The law school community was saddened to learn of the passing of Geraldine
Goldthwaite, a member of the Class of
1992. Geri was 82 at her passing and was
the oldest graduate of the D.C. School of
Law. She entered law school at the age of
69 and graduated three years later when
she was 72. After law school, she engaged in pro bono work
in the field of elder law, working much of this time with her
classmate Ed Koenig, ‘92. In 1997, Geri moved to Florida to
live with one of her daughters and volunteered with the Urban
League of West Palm Beach, receiving the Urban League’s
Volunteer of the Year Award in 1998.
Geri’s life was never dull. Before law school, she was a
school teacher in Richmond and the District of Columbia.
She also worked as a librarian, a public welfare investigator, a
medical assistant, and a real estate broker. Her decision to go
for a law degree came after she had obtained a flying license
as a small aircraft pilot.
When the class of 1992 graduated, Geri was the speaker
for the class, sharing her insights and wisdom with her fellow
classmates and their families. She also shared the stage with
Justices William Brennan and Harry Blackmun, both of
whom received honorary degrees from DCSL that year.
In Florida, Geri decided to record her story while dealing
with lupus and living in a hospice. She collected her memoirs, describing growing up in a segregated South and District
of Columbia, her family, and her experiences over the years.
She entitled these memoirs “Quintessentially Geri.” In-

cluded in the book are some
letters she received from
friends, which she characterized as “Geri Mail.” The following is an excerpt from a
letter from Classmate Steve
Shechtel, ’92:
“... Fully stretched, Geri stood barely five
feet tall. However, her stature in my eyes and
those of other classmates was easily double that.
She was the quintessential example of a person
with a positive mental attitude. Even when confused about some legal principle, Geri persevered. She never let anything, or anyone, sway
her from her goal of becoming a lawyer. ...
Geri brought to class wonderful stories about
her life. How she overcame bigotry, Jim Crow,
and other obstacles. ... How truly great life was,
and the phenomenal opportunities each and
every one of us at DCSL had just been presented with. She never let me forget just how
great it was just to be alive.”
Geri passed away just before Christmas and shortly
before her 83rd birthday. Classmates Ed Koenig, Steve
Shechtel, and Bettie Kennedy, ’92 were among those at the
service on December 28, honoring the memory of the
woman who was “Quintessentially Geri.”

Stephen Mercer, ‘96 Featured in “Death Behind Bars”
UDC–DCSL alumnus and Adjunct Professor Stephen B. Mercer,
‘96, was prominently featured in an article entitled “Death Behind Bars,”
published in the December 2, 2002,
edition of the Legal Times. The article
focused on the growing but largely hidden problem of the estimated 400 to
600 suicides committed each year by
inmates in jails and prisons — an incidence that is ten times more than the
suicide rate of the general population,
and more than four times the number of
prisoners who are executed every year.
Most such suicides occur in city and
county jails, within the first few days
of the prisoner’s incarceration; most
36

jail suicides are, therefore, committed
by detainees who have not been convicted of a crime, and who are thus presumed to be innocent of any criminal
wrongdoing.
The Legal Times article observed that, despite this alarming trend,
“statistics usually don’t garner the attention of sheriff’s offices and state appropriators ... lawsuits do. They are the
primary vehicle by which change is effected in city and county jails across
the country.” To illustrate the point,
the Legal Times gave a lengthy recount
of the case of 19-year old Robert Nelson, who in September 2001 was found
dead in his St. Mary’s County, MaryTHE ADVOCATE

land, jail cell, hanging from a noose
made from bed sheets. The article
noted that Professor Mercer is representing Mr. Nelson’s family in preparing a damages action against the
county and its officials, which will assert that Mr. Nelson’s death was preventable; that the jail’s officers should
have known of his history of mental
illness and previous suicide attempts;
and that his solitary confinement in the
jail prior to his suicide was, according
to Professor Mercer, “desensitizing and
dehumanizing.”
(Continued on page 37)
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Alumni Views!
The Maryland Death System
by Jon Binstock, ‘98
In the summer of 2000 I had the opportunity to tour the Metropolitan Transition Center (formerly the Maryland
Penitentiary) in Baltimore, Maryland.
The facility now houses inmates nearing release — as well as the Maryland
death chamber.
Before 1923, executions in Maryland
were performed by hanging in the
county where the prisoner was convicted. From 1923 to the present, executions have taken place within the
walls of the Maryland Penitentiary.
In 1955, the method of execution
changed to a gas chamber, which is
housed in the Penitentiary's hospital.
This was the sole method of execution
until 1993, when the legislature
changed the method to lethal injection.
However, those inmates sentenced to
death before 1994 could chose between
lethal gas or injection. Anyone sentenced after 1994 receives lethal injection. All current death row inmates
have chosen the latter.
The night before a scheduled execu-

(MERCER—Continued from page 36)

Professor Mercer told The
Advocate that he anticipates filing suit
in behalf of the Nelson family within
the month, and that he expects Associate Profesor William G. McLain to
provide pro bono consultative assistance in the litigation. Professor Mercer said that he hopes the case will not
only obtain redress for the Nelsons,
but that it will also result in institutional reforms and improvements in
detention facilities in St. Mary’s
County and throughout the state of
Maryland.
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tion, after all state and federal appeals
are exhausted, the streets surrounding
the penitentiary are blocked off by the
Maryland State and Baltimore Police
Departments, and the inmate is transported by van from a maximum security unit to a Penitentiary entrance.
From there, he/she is escorted into the
hospital and taken up an elevator to a
holding area. The prisoner is then
searched, showered, given new clothing, and placed in one of five holding
cells.
Would-be witnesses to an execution,
with the exception of clergy, family,
and legal counsel, must apply to the
Commissioner of Corrections and go
through an interview process. They
are then chosen randomly from the
approved pool.
Maryland Law prohibits the prior disclosure of an execution date. Therefore, the selected witnesses are issued
pagers and instructed to report to a
selected Maryland State Police Barrack when paged for transport to the
execution site by van. They enter the
hospital and proceed to a meeting
room for briefing by correctional staff
as to the itinerary and execution protocols. Aerobic exercises are conducted to ease tensions.
While in the holding cell, the inmate
may receive non-contact visits from
family, clergy, and counsel. In addition, a guard or guards with whom an
inmate had been close, may be present during the last hours or “death
watch.” During that time, the guard
makes note of the prisoner's actions.
As for last meals, despite dramatizations and other states' policies, Maryland permits the condemned to choose
only from the institution menu. They
cannot order whatever they want from
wherever they want.

A few minutes before the execution proceeds, witnesses are led up a stairway to
a viewing room with a window separating them from the death chamber. The
old gas chamber is located in the same
area as the lethal injection gurney but is
covered with a curtain. When it is time
for the execution, the prisoner is ordered
from the holding cell by a team of correction officers and placed in restraints. He/
she is then walked into the execution
room, placed on the gurney and the arms,
legs, chest and waist are strapped down.
An IV is inserted into each arm. Next, the
curtain on the witness window is drawn.
In a room adjacent to the execution area,
separated by a two way mirror and hole
in the wall for the IV tubes, an official
awaits by a phone for any last minute
stays from either the governor, a federal
court, or the Maryland Court of Appeals.
Barring none, when a green light below
the gurney is illuminated, an anesthetic
chemical is injected into the IV, rendering the prisoner unconscious. Next, another chemical is discharged, which
causes respiratory arrest. Finally, a
heart-stopping substance is introduced.
A physician from the medical examiner's
office must declare the prisoner dead. After this process, the curtain is closed, witnesses dismissed, and driven back to
their vehicles. The body of the prisoner is
then wheeled out of the building the
same route it entered and placed in a
waiting hearse outside the prison walls.
Although Maryland has a death penalty
statute, it is not administered with the frequency of Texas or Virginia. Since
1955, seven persons have been executed,
four in the gas chamber and three by injection. From 1923 to 1955, 75 persons
were hanged. However, there has been
much scrutiny of Maryland's current
death penalty statute and its imposition.
In fact, the U.S. Supreme Court has
granted certiorari in the case of Wiggins
(Continued on page 38)
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ALUMNI NEWS
The following article, mentioning alum
Tammy Seltzer, ’95, staff attorney
with the Bazelon Center, is from the
Kansas City Star:
Overland Park Shows Appalling Indifference
By MIKE HENDRICKS
Columnist
No one expects Overland Park to roll
over in court. But for O.P. to send a
$16,000 legal bill to the parents of Aubrey Phalp, well, that takes some
chutzpah.
"Aubrey Phalp was murdered even
though the Overland Park police knew
that her life had been threatened," said
Tammy Seltzer of the Washingtonbased Bazelon Center for Mental
Health Law. "Aubrey's parents think
that those threats were ignored because
Aubrey had a mental illness and the
police didn't believe her."
The Phalp family's lawsuit was dismissed recently. Not because the judge

(Continued from page 37)

v. Corcoran, which involves a death
row inmate and effective assistance of
counsel.
Baltimore County defendants comprise
the majority of Maryland's death row,
with Baltimore City, Prince Georges
and Wicomico Counties following.
Maryland judicial history makes clear
that the state Court of Appeals is very
careful when examining death penalty
cases. In May 2002, then-Governor
Parris Glendening imposed a moratorium on all executions pending the outcome of a study of racial disparities in
the imposition of the death penalty in
Maryland. This writer had the pleasure
of studying under Dr. Raymond Paternoster, Professor of Criminology at the
University of Maryland, who conducted
this study.
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doubted its main contention, as described above by one of the family's
attorneys. No, the judge questioned
whether Aubrey's parents could prove
a legal necessity: "deliberate indifference" by the police.
Which is ironic when you think about
it. Because the city's indifference toward the Phalp family today borders
on cruel and deliberate.
"They are trying to punish me," Aubrey's father, Randy Phalp, says of the
legal bill the city demands payment
on. "I can only see it as retribution."
In a bit, we'll get to the city's bureaucratic response, such as it is. But first,
a little something about Aubrey Phalp.
In the summer of 1998, someone
shoved Phalp, a 17-year-old Johnson
County high school student, against a
wall so hard it broke the plasterboard.
He pulled a knife and threatened to kill
her.
Phalp filed a complaint with the police, who took down the information -and that's about it. We know that because several days later she reportedly
was kidnapped by two of the men who
were in the room the day of the knife
attack. They drove her to a cemetery
and said she would die if she didn't
drop her assault complaint.
But Aubrey reported that incident to
police, too. And when asked what they
could do to protect her, police allegedly promised to arrest the persons involved.
There were no arrests. Instead, one officer is alleged to have told one of the
suspects that because Aubrey had a
bipolar disorder and was off her medicine, she was not reliable.

lake, just as the man who would be
convicted of her murder had promised.
Did Phalp die because Overland
Park police were ill-equipped to
deal with people in her mental condition? Or might there be another
explanation? If so, that issue may
never get a proper airing.
Not because the federal case was
thrown out, but because Overland
Park is putting the squeeze on
Randy Phalp and his ex-wife,
Arona Ash.
If they're forced to come up with
the $16,000, it is very unlikely the
case will be refiled in state court.
Is that the city's plan?
No, says the Overland Park legal
department. The lawyer hired to defend the city simply did what he always does in federal cases, petitioned for the losing party to pay
court costs.
"Outside counsel did that as part of
their representation of us," said
Tammy Owens, an assistant city
attorney.
To be fair, Overland Park officials
didn't tell the outside attorney to
request payment. But he wasn't told
to back off, either.
"Is this the image the city wants to
have?" Seltzer asked.
That's the question I would have
liked Overland Park Mayor Ed Eilert to answer when I called him the
other day. But this is what he had to
say about the Phalp case:
"No comment."

Reliable enough. On Aug. 5, 1998,
Aubrey Phalp's body was found in a
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STUDENT NEWS
UDC Welcomes Phi Alpha Delta,
Law Fraternity International
by Sara Hussain, ‘05
In November 2002, the faculty
of UDC–DCSL approved the Jean
Camper Cahn Chapter of Phi Alpha
Delta, Law Fraternity International, as
an official student organization. The
birth of the UDC–DCSL chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta was the result of hard
work, enthusiasm, and a pro-active
spirit, and our efforts have been met
with an overwhelming membership response. At the beginning of the school
year representatives from the national
office of Phi Alpha Delta, Law Fraternity International, visited the UDC–
DCSL campus to discuss starting a
chapter at the school. Comprising
more than 200,000 law students, attorneys, judges, and educators, Phi Alpha
Delta is the largest legal fraternity in
the world. It was also the first legal
fraternity to admit members regardless
of race, color, religion, creed, sex, or
national origin. In 1972 Phi Alpha
Delta merged with the leading
women’s legal sorority, Phi Delta
Delta; currently, Phi Alpha Delta
counts eight U.S. presidents among its
members, including Jimmy Carter
and Bill Clinton. Among its diverse
array of members are Johnnie Cochran, Senator Ted Kennedy, and Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg.
Phi Alpha Delta emphasizes
the importance of camaraderie, academic excellence, and community service. In addition to scholarships, academic support, and professional programs, Phi Alpha Delta offers its members discounts on textbooks, bar review
courses, and car insurance. The Washington, D.C., area offers ample opportunity for social Phi Alpha Delta events
and the opportunity to network easily
and effectively. There are now nine P.
A.D. chapters in D.C. and the surrounding areas; membership gives
VOL. 8, NUM. 1

Mary Hynes Run
Raises Over $7K!!

UDC students the chance to interact
with their peers from other area law
schools.
After seeking and receiving
enthusiastic blessings and support from
Professor Edgar Cahn, the members
decided unanimously to name their
chapter the Jean Camper Cahn Chapter.
Ms. Cahn’s spirit, focus, dedication,
and example made her a natural choice
for the honor. One attractive aspect of
Phi Alpha Delta is that first-year students are eligible to join immediately.
As a result of first-year students’ eagerness to get involved outside the classroom, nearly half of the class of 2005
are Phi Alpha Delta members.
On October 18, 2002, members
attended Phi Alpha Delta’s (local) District-wide initiation ceremony at the
U.S. Capitol. Much of the event was
devoted to the inauguration of the Jean
Camper Cahn Chapter and the recognition of its charter members. Thus far,
the chapter has sponsored social mixers, provided supplemental study material for first-year students, and held a
holiday clothing drive. Tentative activities for the spring semester include professional speakers, a fundraiser called
“Disgrace Judicata,” more social mixers, and more academic instruction for
Phi Alpha Delta members. The elected
officers for the 2002-2003 school year
are: Sara Hussain, ‘05 – Justice; Tiffani Johnson, ‘05 – Vice Justice; Rica
McKeveny, ‘05 – Secretary; Todor
Hinov, ‘05 – Treasurer; and Sorena
Fallin, ‘05 – Marshal. The faculty advisor for Phi Alpha Delta is Professor
Alice Thomas.
For more information about the
Jean Camper Cahn Chapter of UDC–
DCSL, please visit www.hbcuwire.org/
cahn For more information about Phi
Alpha Delta, Law Fraternity International, please visit www.pad.org.
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The Student Bar Association would
like to express its appreciation to everyone who supported the 2nd Annual
Mary Hynes Fun Run, held November
23, 2002. We are pleased to announce
that we raised $7,468.00 towards the
Summer Fellowship Fund!
We would like especially to thank the
sponsors (donations of $300 or more)
and friends (donations of $150):
Sponsors
Alec Deull & David Kennedy
Joe Tulman
The Children’s Law Center
Susan Waysdorf & Mary O’Melveny
Jenny Lyman
Brian K. Gruber, P.C.
Feldesman Tucker Leifer Fidell LLP
Ernesto Torres Almodovar
Friends
Shelley Broderick
Geoffrey Alprin
UDC HIV/AIDS Legal Clinic
DCSL Support Staff
Jim Gray
The Passport Restaurant
The Howells Family

Mary Hynes
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STUDENT NEWS
Christian Law Society
The Christian Law Society
has a variety of activities in the
works. It will have a luncheon with
either Carol Owens Ford or Janice
Davis Steele this spring, a Spring Poetry Night on March 26, 2003, and
on February 12, 2003, Arneece Williams, ’03, will be bringing the word
on "Love" on behalf of the Christian
Law Society at 12:15 in room 203.
Light refreshments will be served.
Every Wednesday at 12:15-1:15pm
starting on January 22, 2003, in room
203 the Christian Law Society will
present the word of God, all are welcome. Lastly, the Society may be
teaming up with the Federalist Society in bringing Stephen Carter to the
school.

Student Activities
Andrea Henson-Armstrong, ’04,
attended "The 6th Annual National
Institute on Class Actions" hosted by
the American Bar Association Section of Litigation and the Center for
Continuing Legal Education on November 1, 2002, at the Plaza Hotel,
New York City. Andrea won a partial scholarship from the ABA Section on Litigation and the rest of the
tuition was paid for by a leading class
action attorney.
The Institute’s focus was on
trying a class action case. Highlights
included: a presentation by John Coffee, Jr., on New Developments in
Class Actions; a demonstration of a
(b)(2) class action certification hearing using an employment discrimination case; a workshop on the proposed changes to Rule 23 just approved by the Judicial Conference
that will take effect after Supreme
Court and congressional approval; a
workshop on developments in the settlement of class actions; and a workshop on “Overlapping and Competing
Class Actions.”
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American Constitution
Society Update
The Winter 2002 – 2003 issue
of the newsletter of the American Constitution Society for Law and Policy
(ACS) recently reported on the fall
2002 formation of a campus chapter at
UDC–DCSL. The ACS was founded
as a progressive alternative to the conservative Federalist Society, and although the ACS expanded to a national
organization less than two years ago,
chapters have now been established at
65 law schools; UDC–DCSL joined
Howard, NYU, UCLA, UNLV, Utah,
Vermont, Virginia, and Washington
and Lee in launching new ACS chapters last fall. The UDC–DCSL chapter, with Associate Professor William
G. McLain as its faculty advisor, has
made a promising beginning by initially enlisting some 40 law students as
members.
The ACS national newsletter
also noted that the UDC–DCSL chapter’s kick-off program on November 6,
2002, was a provocative discussion of
“Civil Liberties After 9/11" between
Associate Professor Christine Jones
and Adjunct Professor (and American
Civil Liberties Union staff lawyer)
Fritz Mulhauser, and moderated by
Theresa Kronholm, ‘04. The chapter’s student officers – President Sean
Riley, ‘03, Vice President Arneece
Williams, ‘03, Secretary Karen
Walker, ‘04, and Treasurer Todd
Zinicola, ‘04 – indicated to The Advocate that similarly stimulating and informative programming is anticipated
in the future.
The first ACS national convention will be held in the District of Columbia August 1-3, 2003, with Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg delivering the keynote address.
Members of the UDC–DCSL chapter
look forward to participating in the
event.
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Brassy One-L?
When 1L Brian Sanders isn’t immersed in his law studies, rest assured
he’s off somewhere making music. In
fact, on the very same day 1L orientation
began, he returned from a three-month
tour of the Mexican Riviera and
Alaska’s beautiful inside passage as a
trumpet performing artist for Holland
America Cruise Lines. Since his return,
he has been quite busy as a performer
and arranger with the Baltimore Brass,
an innovative brass quintet specializing
in performing music from the jazz and
commercial idioms. In the past month
they held highly successful concerts at
the National Headquarters of the American Red Cross in Washington, D.C. and
at St. John’s Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Rockville, MD. They were
also featured in
two sold out
concerts with
the renowned
Maryland State
Boyschoir at
the Cathedral
Church of St. Matthew in Baltimore,
MD, whose audience members included
Maryland Governor-Elect Robert Ehrlich, Sr., former Governor William Donald Schaeffer, and a number of other
dignitaries.
Recently voted as one of the region’s
best freelance musicians and horn performers by Baltimore’s Music Monthly
Magazine, he is also quite busy as a
freelance musician, arranger, adjudicator, and educator. In the past he’s
worked with many musical greats such
as Ray Charles, Dionne Warwick, WAR,
Clarence Clemons (Bruce Springsteen’s
saxophonist), Taylor Dayne, and many
others. The next public performance by
the Baltimore Brass will be held at the
Cathedral Church of St. Matthew on
Sunday, February 16, at 4:00 p.m.,
where they will perform masterful works
from the classical and contemporary
genres. For tickets and more information, call (410) 235-3738 or visit www.
baltimorebrass.org.
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STUDENT NEWS
Admission Update
The Admission Office has been busier than ever this admission cycle. Applications are up over 150 percent compared to last year and there appears to be no
sign of things slowing down. The re-designed website has been very effective at
disseminating information to and creating interest among prospective applicants.
The website’s effectiveness in large part is due to its capturing the essence of the
law school, and conveying a sense of community that is unique to UDC–DCSL.
And with more than 70 percent of new applications being submitted on-line
from our website, the on-line application has been also a huge success.
UDC–DCSL has benefited also from increased exposure nationwide at recruitment fairs and at the eight LSAC-sponsored Law School Forums. In fall 2002,
UDC–DCSL was represented at over 50 of these events, a few for the first time.
Students, faculty, and alumni were invaluable additions to our recruiting staff.
Some of our recruiters this year were Victor Varga, Todd Zinicola, Arneece
Williams, Nyree Adams, Barbara Green, Anne El Shazli, Victor Urbaez,
Blanche Griggs, Professor Stephanie Brown, Luzelennia Ramos, Professor
Joyce Batipps, Joe Libertelli, Judson Powell, Nivea Baez, ‘95, and Professor
Joe Tulman. We appreciated greatly their willingness to assist us in our efforts
to recruit committed and qualified students. The response at the law fairs and
Forums was quite positive. Our unique curriculum, diversity, location, and affordable tuition make UDC–DCSL a very attractive choice for many prospective
students. Moreover, our mission and commitment to diversity and to training
attorneys to work in the public’s interest set us apart in the realm of legal education.
We in Admissions are excited by the prospect of helping usher in a new generation of future practitioners and public interest law advocates. UDC–DCSL is a
mission-driven school, and the 2003 entering class will be once again a reflection of that mission.
-Vivian W. Canty & Aaron N. Taylor

Congratulations to our
Honors Graduates!
Suma Cum Laude
Jude C. Iweanoge
Magna Cum Laude
Christopher D. Brown
Vanessa M. Carlo-Miranda
Cum Laude
Shannon Y. Ford
Stanley L. Myers
Aaron E. Price
Chesseley A. Robinson
Arneece L. Williams

20th Open House
Law Day!
The last big LAW DAY program in
late fall was well-attended, with over
60 prospective applicants in attendance. Professor Tom Mack was
wonderful during the Class Sampler
session. The participants were really
engaged in Mack's "Assault, Battery,
and Police Chases" class session. The
"Life of a Law Student" session was
especially well-done. The panelists
were: Tihesha Trower, 03, who served
as the panel moderator; Kenniah Canady, ‘04; Arian Noma, ‘04; Hank
Gassner, ‘04; Stanley Myers, ‘03;
Sarah Bullard, ‘03; and Donald
McMillan, ‘05. All were so very impressed by the students' comments and
poise — and by how well they generally conducted themselves during and
after their session. Princeton Review,
the LSAT prep company, held a onehour LSAT Strategy session. Anne El
Shazli, Aaron Taylor and Admissions
Director Vivian Canty conducted Admission and Financial Aid Q&A sessions. Lunch was tasty.
The Mary Hynes 5K run was held the
same day, so more students and faculty
(Joe Tulman and Susan Sutler) than
usual stopped by to meet and greet the
LAW DAY program participants. We
even gave 5K T-shirts to a few of the
participants. The evaluations we received were quite positive.
Thanks to all who supported this year's
first LAW DAY program. Special
thanks to Tom Mack, the student panelists, Jay Stewart, Jim Gray, Dean
Shelley Broderick (who welcomed the
participants), Anne El Shazli, Staci
Smith, Yemar Kassa, the Admission
Office work-study students, and
Aaron, of course : -).
BTW: It was our 20th Open House–
LAW DAY program!
– Vivian W. Canty
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The Bar Counsel
by Professor Jim Gray

The Essay Section
Each July on the last
Wednesday of the month, thousands
of law school graduates in 48 states,
the District of Columbia, Guam and
the Commonwealth of the Northern
Marianas take the 200-item
Multistate Bar Exam (MBE). Each
February, again on the last
Wednesday of the month, most of
those same jurisdictions administer
the winter MBE. Thus, with the
exceptions of Washington State and
Louisiana, there is a national test
which forms a major component of
the bar--the MBE-- although the
“passing” scores and the weight
assigned to it differ from state to
state.
The essay portions of the bar
take place either the Tuesday before
the MBE or the Thursday afterwards.
Each state has its own rules about
what combination of scores
constitutes a passing grade and what
subjects are tested. The MBE is put
together by the National Conference
of Bar Examiners ( NCBEX) which
provides four tests for possible use
by the State bar examiners. These
are Multistate examinations of six
fundamental bar subjects (the MBE),
of ten essay subjects (the MEE), and
of professional responsibility
(MPRE) and, finally, a test of the
examinee’s ability to perform like a
lawyer and respond successfully to a
legal writing assignment under
pressure (the MPT).
The District of Columbia bar
has become a pure “Multistate”
jurisdiction. In addition to the MBE
and the separately administered
MPRE (“Professional
42

Responsibility”), D.C. bar examinees must successfully respond to
the Multistate Performance Test
(two 90 minute exercises) and six
half-hour questions from the
Multistate Essay Exam.
West Virginia, South
Dakota, and Hawaii are among the
other jurisdictions that rely on the
MEE and MPT as well as the MBE.
The actual test may differ slightly
among jurisdictions since they have
some selectivity as to which
questions are used. More
importantly, they may also differ as
to the use of local law and, most
importantly, as to the determination
of what constitutes a passing score.
The following is meant to
give some idea of the subjects tested
on the essay sections of the six bars
most frequently taken by UD.C.DCSL students.
D.C. and West Virginia are
two of the states that rely on the
MEE and the MPT for their essay
portions. Both jurisdictions divide
the essay into two half-day sessions:
one devoted to two MPT
performance questions and the other
devoted to six half-hour long
questions from the following 10
areas: Agency & Partnership,
Conflict of Laws, Corporations,
Family Law, Federal Civil
Procedure, Commercial Paper
(UCC § 3), Sales (UCC § 2 ) and
Secured Transactions (UCC § 9 ),
Trusts and Future Interests, and
Decedents’ Estates.

Maryland’s essay day is
composed of twelve 25-minute
questions. These may be drawn
from the six MBE subjects
(including Sales as part of
Contracts) as well as the following
other areas: Agency, Partnership,
Corporations, Family Law,
Commercial Transactions (UCC §
3), and Secured Transactions (UCC
§ 9 ), Maryland Civil Procedure,
and Professional Responsibility.
•Maryland also includes essay

questions that call upon the
examinee to make selective use of
an extract of the law inn a
particular area. This calls on
similar skills to the MPT.
•New Jersey poses six essay

questions drawn from the six MBE
subjects and now includes a single
90-minute performance test.
There are no other substantive
areas tested beyond Torts,
Criminal Law and Procedure,
Constitutional Law, Contracts and
Sales, Evidence and Real Property.
The limited number of topics
tested and their identity with the
MBE is part of NJ’s attractiveness
as a jurisdiction. On the other
hand, the score on the essay is
weighted at twice the rate of the
MBE and the fact that overall NJ
pass rates are comparable with
pass rates in other jurisdictions
suggests that the NJ examiners
prepare essay questions that
contain a fairly complex set of
issues.
•Virginia asks 9 long essays and 20

(Unlike some jurisdictions that use
a modified MEE, neither D.C. nor
West Virginia tests separately on the
six MBE subjects in the essay
portion.)
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short answer essays covering a
number of subject areas. In
addition to the six MBE subjects,
the Virginia essays may be drawn
from some 18 other areas,
SPRING 2003

including Virginia Practice and
procedure.
•New York now includes a 90

minute MPT question along with
five essays and 50 New York
multiple choice questions. These
are worth 10%, 40% and 10%
respectively. The remaining 50% is
the MBE. New York chooses its
essay and NY multiple choice
questions from some 25 different
subjects (counting NY distinctions
among the six MBE subjects.)
Maryland, D.C., Virginia,
New Jersey and New York are
probably the five jurisdictions that
consistently draw one or more of our
students. Over the years, DCSL and
UD.C.-DCSL students have taken
and passed the bar in a number of
other jurisdictions: Alaska, Arizona,
California, Connecticut, Florida,
Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois,
Massachusetts, Michigan, New
Mexico, Nebraska, Navajo Nation,
North Carolina, Oklahoma, Ohio,
South Carolina, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Texas, Vermont, and
Wisconsin.

Class of 2003 Bar Prep
Program
Members of the Class of
2003 are this spring engaged in an
11-week not-for-credit bar
preparation program that will run
from January through March.
Students are meeting on Monday
mornings for an hour and 15 minute
session under the tutelage of
Professors Morin, Terzano, and
Gray. Participants have received
copies of the Practicing Law
Institute’s Multistate Bar Preparation
package, both MBE and MPT
programs. Professor Morin will be
supplementing the instruction
portion with several open-to-all
VOL. 8, NUM. 1

enrichment workshops with
panels from the alumni and from
the area bar examiners. These
workshops will take place
during the noon-meeting slots on
Mondays and notices will be
posted.
The Administration has
accepted the Bar Task Force’s
recommendation that members
of the class be awarded
scholarships for their use in
paying for their commercial bar
preparation course if they
successfully complete the course
in Remedies and the not-forcredit bar prep program.

What it Takes to Pass
Bar success requires a
combination of inspiration,
calculation and perspiration:
Inspiration, finding the best
ways of securing your
knowledge of the law;
Calculation, figuring out the
rules, strategies and tactics
necessary to play the different
testing ‘games’ successfully and
win; and
Perspiration, spending the time
and effort necessary to master
the fundamentals.
This Bar Counsel column is part
of the Bar Task Force’s efforts
to support UD.C.-DCSL
students and graduates in finding
the best ways, figuring out the
rules and getting ready to
master the fundamentals.
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Special
Speakers
On Bar
Passage
Alumni Bar Prep
PANEL
Who is in the best position to give advice about
passing the bar exam? How
about UDC-DCSL graduates
who have just been through
the experience? On Monday,
January 27, alumni returned
to the School of Law to share
their tips on what to do, and
what not to do, in preparing
for the biggest exam of your
career.

Students Meet a
Maryland
Bar Examiner!
Students taking the

Maryland bar exam, or interested in what bar examiners
are looking for when they
grade essay questions had a
fabulous opportunity to find
out on Monday, February 3,
when Bedford T. Bentley,
Secretary to the Maryland
State Board of Law Examiners, shared his insights on the
bar exam. Mr. Bentley has
spoken to nearly every graduating class, and he has a hard
time getting out of the room
when he’s finished speaking,
because of the wealth of information he has to share.
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LAW LIBRARY LIFE
By Brian L. Baker
Director of the Law Library
& Assistant Professor of Law
The Law Library staff wishes all of you
a Happy New Year, and hope that the
winter break renewed your spirit and
drive for learning the law.

of positions in Public Services, Technical Services, and Electronic Services.
If you are interested in working for the
Law Library, please contact Ms. Helen
Frazer, Head of Public Services, at
202-274-7356, or by email at hfrazer@udc.edu.
Public Services

U.S. Supreme Court Records and
Briefs and the Code of Federal Regulations.
The Law Library also has initiated a
quarterly binding process of law reviews and journals, and has completed
the retrospective binding of all existing
reviews and journals.

Law Library Renovation
The renovation is scheduled to begin
February 7. The first phase of renovation and construction will take place on
the “C” level of Building 39, directly
below the Law Library, where additional staff space will be added. The
additional three phases of the renovation project will be completed during
the spring and summer Semesters. At
all times, the Law Library will be open
for use; please note, however, that
when the renovation begins on the “B”
level, the Computer Lab will close for
good. At that time, the Wireless LAN
will be the only Internet source in the
Law Library.
Law Library Intranet
The Law Library’s Intranet page
(http://library.law.udc.edu) has a new
look and a friendlier feel. More items
have been added on the Electronic Resources page, the Past Exams page, and
on the Administrative Forms page. If
anyone is having difficulty accessing
the site from home, please contact the
Law Library’s Electronic Services Librarian, Mr. Barrett Graham, at 202274-5582, or by email at bgraham@udc.edu.
Work Study Students
If you are a UDC Work Study Student
looking to earn your award, the Law
Library may be able to help you. The
Law Library is now hiring for a variety
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The Public Services Department started
the spring semester with a series of research workshops for the Law School’s
Clinics. On January 9, the Public Services Department held a Clinic Research Review Workshop focusing specifically on D.C. legal research, which
was repeated on January 14,16, and 17.
All of the workshops were identical
presentations, offered at different days
and times, so that all Clinic students
could attend and get librariansupervised in-library research experience in a small-group setting.
The Public Services Department also
will offer specialized workshops for the
Juvenile/Special Ed Clinic and the
Community Development/Small Business Clinic later in January.

Any suggestions for additions to the
Law Library’s collection may be submitted online at http://catalog.law.udc.
edu/acquire, or to Ms. Han Ouyang at
202-274-7358 (email: houyang@udc.
edu).
Finally
The Law Library staff wants you to
know that we have an open-door policy. If you have any questions, concerns, congratulations, or complaints,
please do not hesitate to contact us.
We can all be reached through the Law
Library’s main number, 202-274-7310,
or directly by the phone numbers and
email addresses listed at right, below.

If other members of the law school
community would like a librarian to
speak to their class or study group
about a specific aspect of legal research, please contact Ms. Helen Frazer.
Technical Services
The Technical Services Department is
working hard to process new and continuing materials and make them available for Law Library patron use. The
Law Library now has more than
210,000 volumes and volume equivalents, and the collection is continuing
to grow rapidly. The Library recently
added retrospective collections of microfiche for the entire Congressional
Record and Federal Register, as well as
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LAW LIBRARY LIFE
Behind the scenes, Kim
Walker is one of the Law Library's
most valuable workers. When you
use the Law Library catalog to find
the latest issue of a periodical, you
are using Kim's work. She is the
Serials Technician in Technical
Services and works with Han Ouyang, Head of Technical Services,
Angela Minor, Cataloging Librarian, and Marvin Williams, Library Technician. Kim is responsible for checking in all the serials
publications, including loose-leafs,
pocket parts and supplements. She
also is now in charge of the Law
Library's binding project. Kim has
been at the Law Library since 1996
and knows everyone in the Law
School and much of the University.
In fact, what she likes best about
UDC–DCSL is the people.

Library Staff Profile:
Kim Walker

Kim Walker
Law Library Serials Technician

Law Library Directory
Name

Department

Phone

Reference Librarian

274-7355 39/B-07

Brian Baker

Director of the Law Library

274-7354 39/B-08B

Eddie Caparas

Circulation Librarian

274-7357 39/B-08A

Helen Frazer

Head of Public Services

274-7356 39/B-07

Barrett Graham

Electronic Services Librarian 274-5582 39/B-07

Veronica Howard

Public Services Technician

274-5515 39/B-08

Angela Minor

Cataloging Librarian

274-7359 39/B-06

Han Ouyang

Head of Technical Services

274-7358 39/B-06

Bridget Tucker

Public Services Technician

274-5517 39/B-08

Kim Walker

Technical Services
Technician
Technical Services
Technician

274-7360 39/B-06
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Kim's a mom to both her
son Bryan and her nephew Xavier.
Her father, Elzie, 74, a former conductor/trainman for New Jersey
Transit also now makes his home
with Kim. Kim was raised in New
Jersey, but came to the D.C. area to
work first in the Department of Labor Library and then with Telesec/
Info-Current, a library services
firm, before she joined UDC–
DCSL.

Bldg./Room

Rick Apgood

Marvin Williams

At home in Maryland, Kim
likes to cook, listen to music, watch
TV, and work puzzles. She's a fan
of the TLC channels programs on
home decorating and a long-time
movie fan — especially any movie
with Ruby Dee. Her favorite music
includes gospel, jazz, and blues;
her favorite performers are Chaka
Khan and Earth, Wind and Fire.
Two of her heroes, whom she
wishes she could have met, are Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr., and Madame C. J. Walker, who became
very successful in the early 20th
century by starting a business of
black beauty products.

274-7361 39/B-06
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2002 Holiday Party!
Just to prove they aren’t
boring “all-work and no play”
types, the faculty and staff threw
themselves a multi-religious
(and at times irreverent!) holiday
party.
The rowdy crew was entertained by that smash soul trio,
“Shelley and the Red Pips!”

…. and a good
time was had by all !
(Photos by Prof. Bill Robinson)

Alum Mark Coffey, ‘96, was in town
from Minnesota after being sworn in as
a new member of the Bar of the U.S.
Supreme Court.
46
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Broderick Proclaimed Dean of
Year by Equal Justice Works!

Rousingly introduced by
former National Association for
Public Interest Law Executive Director Kathleen Walsh, Shelley
received a standing ovation from
the crowd of 700. Perhaps even
more to her liking, after she spoke,
Shelley was handed a $2,500
check for a Summer Fellowship
from an inspired member of the
audience!

On October 25, 2002 before a
ballroom full of public interest attorneys
and supporters—including more than
sixty UDC-DCSL students, alumni and
staff — the national public interest law
organization Equal Justice Works proclaimed UDC-DCSL Dean Shelley Broderick the Outstanding Law Dean for
2002.

Sister-in-laws Hank and Meg Broderick, baby brother Shannon, and big sister Anne Zill convoyed down the East Coast for the big night!

Shelley with daughter, Isabella, above, and husband John
“Don’t call me Mr.Broderick” Clegg at right!
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Events at UDC-DCSL — Past and Future
February 10 — Technology in the Courtroom, a
presentation by Prof. Jim Gray, UDC-DCSL,
February 11— “Fireside
Chat” with Prof. Edgar
Cahn, UDC-DCSL.
Fireside Chats are
informal conversations with
distinguished members of
the District of Columbia
legal community who have
UDC-DCSL Prof.
an extensive background
Jim Gray
and commitment to legal
services. The program presents a forum in which senior lawyers can share
UDC-DCSL Prof.
knowledge and formulate ideas for achieving proEdgar Cahn
gressive reform with others. The series is
a collaboration of the District of Columbia Bar Foundation and the District of Columbia Consortium of
Legal Services Providers. Building 39 Faculty Study.
A Fulbright Scholar, Cahn began his career as a special
counsel and speech-writer for Attorney General Robert Kennedy under President John Kennedy, and was assigned to the
Solicitor General's office for the government's amicus brief in
civil rights sit-in cases. Cahn and his late wife, Jean Camper
Cahn, co-authored an article in 1963 and published in the Yale
Law Journal that provided a blueprint for the creation of a
neighborhood-based legal services program. Subsequently, the
Cahns worked in the Johnson Administration and they are regarded as co-founders of the national legal services program in
the Office of Economic Opportunity.
In 1972, the Cahns created the Antioch School of Law the first clinical law school in the U.S. The school pioneered
competency-based education in law and broadened access to legal education for minorities, women, and the poor. They were instrumental in the
transition of Antioch School of Law into its successor: the University of
the District of Columbia David A. Clarke School of Law.
During the 1980s, Professor Cahn conceived a concept now
known as Time Dollars. The concept advocates for social change through
inclusion. It is based on the premise that every human being, regardless of
standing, has something special to contribute, and that the only way for a
civil society to truly succeed is to enlist the participation of those less fortunate as partners and co-workers to achieve change. Cahn founded the
Time Dollar Institute (www.timedollar.org) in 1987 and is now joined in
that work by his wife, Christine Gray-Cahn.
Edgar Cahn has dedicated his life to achieving social justice for
the disenfranchised. In a career spanning nearly four decades, he continues
to lecture, teach and write, and has been honored with numerous awards
including the William Pincus Award for outstanding contributions to clinical legal education (awarded to Prof. Cahn and to Jean Camper Cahn,
posthumously, by the American Association of Law Schools in 1997) and
the D.C. Superior Court Medal of Distinction in 2000.
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February 13 —
UDC-DCSL Voces Juridicas 3rd
Annual Luncheon, with Maria
Carmen
Aponte, Executive Director of
the Puerto Rico
Federal Affairs
Administration,
the mainland office of the Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico.

Maria Carmen Aponte

Howard Law Prof.
J. Clay Smith

February 25 — Professor J. Clay Smith of
the Howard University School of Law discussed and signed his new book, “Supreme
Justice: Speeches and Writings of Thurgood
Marshall” after a delicious lunch.
February 24—
Presentation by Prof.
Alice Thomas, UDCDCSL on her Carnegie
Foundation Fellowship Research on Law
School Pedagogy

Prof. Alice Thomas
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Enron? WorldCom? Enemy Non-Combatants? What’s an Ethical Lawyer to Do?

Charles Ogletree

Ellen Yaroshefsky

Monroe Freedman

Laurie Morin

David Luban

Wade Henderson

Abbe Smith

Understanding Lawyers’ Ethics: Zealous Advocacy in a Time of Uncertainty - COMING SOON!
March 3 — RFK Foundation
1999 Human Rights Laureate,
Archbishop Francis of Liberia
Lecture and Luncheon, Noon.

April 7 — Faculty Research Presentation - Christine Jones -"Federal Jurisdiction Under the Parental Kidnapping Prevention Act"

March 17 — Americans with
Disabilities Act Current Issues
presentation by principal staff
author of the ADA, Prof.
Robert Burgdorf, UDCDCSL. Noon, Faculty Study,
2nd Floor, Bldg. 39.

April 14 — Regulation of Assisted
Living, a presentation by Prof. Susan
Waysdorf, UDC-DCSL. Noon, Faculty Study, 2nd Floor, Bldg. 39.

Prof. Robert Burgdorf

Prof. Christine Jones

March 21— A Conversation
with Derrick Bell on the subject of his new book, Ethical
Ambition: Leading a Life of
Meaning and Worth. Noon,
Building 39, Room 205

Prof. Susan Waysdorf
Derrick Bell

March 24 — Dangerous Issues in Capital Cases, a presentation by Prof. Will
McLain, Noon, Faculty
Study, 2nd Fl., Bldg. 39

Marion Wright Edelman

Prof. Will McLain

April 3— Accreditation Celebration and Equal Justice Works
Auction, Prof. Tom Mack, Auctioneer! Come out and celebrate
the Committee recommendation,
see old friends, make new ones!
Scrumptious Buffet, 6-10 pm,
Building 39, 2nd Floor.

April 21— Hospital Debt Collection,
a presentation by Prof Ed Allen,
Noon, Faculty Study.
April 25 — Mid Atlantic Critical
Theory Workshop, Faculty Study
May 9 — School of Law Honors
Convocation
Prof. Ed Allen

Prof. Tom Mack
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April 14 — 13th Annual Joseph
L. Rauh, Jr. Lecture with
Marion Wright Edelman. 6-9
p.m. Building 38 Window
Lounge
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Please Join Us!

Marian Wright Edelman
to Deliver

11th Annual Rauh Lecture
6-9 p.m.
April 14, 2003

UDC David A. Clarke School of Law
Building 38, 2nd Floor
4200 Connecticut Ave., NW
RSVP Delores Jackson: 202-274-7349

Marian Wright Edelman,
founder and president of the Children's Defense Fund (CDF), has
been an advocate for disadvantaged
Americans for her entire professional
career. Under her leadership, CDF
has become the nation's strongest
voice for children and families.

Mrs. Edelman, a graduate of
Spelman College and Yale Law School,
began her career in the mid-60s when, as
the first black woman admitted to the Mississippi Bar, she directed the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund office
in Jackson, Mississippi. In l968, she
moved to Washington, D.C., as counsel
for the Poor People's March that Dr. Mar-

tin Luther King, Jr., began organizing before his death. She founded the Washington Research Project, a public interest law
firm and the parent body of the Children's
Defense Fund. For two years she served
as the Director of the Center for Law and
Education at Harvard University and in
1973 began CDF.

UDC-DCSL Equal Justice Works

Please Join the Students, Faculty, Staff,
Alumni and Friends of the of the
UDC David A. Clarke School of Law

Come bid at the auction!

For our Annual

WHAT WE GOT? YOU WANT IT!

Great Weekend Get-a-ways;
Auction Extravaganza! Scrumptious Crab Feasts, Cool Pool
- Prof. Tom Mack Auctioneer - Parties, Hot Sports Tix, Delectable Restaurant Dates; Terrific Tag-a-longs with
THURSDay, April 3 - 6 to 9 pm
Great Lawyers and MORE!
Joseph L. Rauh, Jr. Equal Justice Works Chapter

Building 38—Firebird Inn
4200 Connecticut Ave., NW
Red Line UDC/Van Ness Metro
Parking Under Campus off Van Ness

Buffet and Bar Open at 6 pm
Live Auction at 7 pm
Celebrate ABA Accreditation Recommendation!

WHAT YOU GOT? WE WANT IT!

Donated Items Greatly Appreciated!
Call Joe Libertelli at 202-274-7338
Can’t Join Us But Want to Contribute?
Make check to “DCSLF” with a note to Equal Justice Works, and mail
c/o Joe Libertelli to UDC-DCSL, 4200 CT. Ave., NW, WDC 20008.
Jlibertelli@udc.edu; Donations are Tax Deductible! THANKS!

By supporting the Auction, you support these and other organizations, their clients, our students, who perform 400 hours of
service at each placement, AND the School of Law: ACLU, NCA; Arab-American Anti-Discrimination Council; Anti-Defamation
League, D. C. Office on Human Rights; Manna, Inc.; UDC-DCSL / Jubilee Center Immigration Law Project; The Lawyers’ Committee
for Civil Rights Under Law; D.C. Legal Aid Society; Neighborhood Legal Services Program; Legal Counsel for the Elderly; PDS of D.
C.; US EEOC; D.C. Superior Court; U.S. District Court.
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